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County Voters Reflect Nationwide
Trend Of NotShowing Up ToVote

LOW VOTER TURNOUT — Mrs. Clinton Rowlett was one of the few
citizens who exercised their right to vote today in the November General
Election. Mrs. Rowlett, who voted at the 5th Precinct located at the Murray
State University Fieldhouse, was the 24th person to vote at that precinct at
10 a.m. City and county residents had the opportunity to decide between
Democratic Sen. Walter 'Dee' Huddleston, Republican candidate Louis
Guenthaer and American Party candidate Anthony McCord_ for United
States senator. First District Congressman Carroll Hubbard was running
unopposed as were five school board members in the city and county.
-

Stall Photo By Debbie N. Lee

Light turnouts were also noted in
Calloway countians reflected a trend
Hazel, Harris Grove, and Precinct 5 in
among Kentucky and national voters
Murray.
today — by staying away from the polls'
A deputy in the office of Calloway
in large'numbers.
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris
Most precinct workers polled by The
today termed the turnout "very light"
Murray Ledger & Times today termed
throughout the county. She said no
the turnout for the General Election
here as Ugi .TI-Although some said - major problems had been confronted it
county polls.
early indications point to a slightly
With few hot local races and the
higher turnout than during the primary
Democratic incumbent a heavy
in May.
favorite in the senatorial race, state
The only race with opposition
officials were expecting a low voter
Calloway County voters will be voting
turnout.
on today is that of U.S. Senator Walter
U.S. Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston
"Dee" Huddleston, the Democratic
was favored over his Republican opnominee who faces Louis Guenthner,
ponent, state Rep. Louis Guenthner, in
the GOP nominee, and Anthony
the only statewide race.
McCord, the American party canHuddleston, running for his second
didate.
-six-year term, wound up his race
U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
Monday with helicopter stops at
is unopposed in his bid for re-election to
Lexington, Harrodsburg, Nicholasville,
Congress. Unopposed school board
Georgetown, Paris and Winchester.
candidates also appear on some ballots
Guenthner, of Louisville, held a news
today — Don Henry, Tom Rushing and
conference Monday morning and spent
Bill Adams in the city, and Robert
most of the day at state GOP
"Red" Overby and Walter Byars in the
headquarters in Louisville before a
county.
scheduled evening trip to Cincinnati for
Helen Cole, a precinct worker at
a final television appearance.
Calloway High precinct early today
A low turnout was not expected to
called the voter turnout at that precinct
affect most of the races. But some
poor in the spring and worse today,"
observers believed rain could hurt the
while Laurine Andrus said 12 had voted
chances of Democrat Tom Easterly in
in Precinct 3 shortly after 9 a.m. today.
his bid to hold off Republican Larry
Peggy Billington, a precinct worker
Hopkins in the 6th District.
at Precinct 4 called voting there "light,
A state labor leader said bad weather
but not as light as in May." Noble Cox,
hurt labor's turnout in support of
a worker at Precinct 8 termed the
Easterly during the May primary,
turnout early today as "pretty light
'
!"
when he assured the House of a new
while at East Ele entary, a
member by upsetting Rep. John
Spokesman called voter t out "very,
Breckinridge.
very light."

"The working man has to vote either
before work or after he gets off," he
said. -If it is raining, they are not going
to want to stand in line."
The 6th District race, which also
included American Party nominee
Lloyd Rogers, was expected to be the
closest.
Easterly, a 38-y ear-eld Frankfort
attorney, is regarded as a maverick in
the- General Assembly.
Hopkins, 45, waged an active and
expensive campaign in the 17-county
central Kentucky district, and a close
race was expected despite the
Democrats' five-to-one margin in
registered voters. Hopkins, who got into
the race.after the Breckiruidge upset,
was banking on a large Republican
turnout in his hometown.
The
state's
six
incumbent
Congressmen were favored to win reelection.
Democrats Carroll Hubbard in the 1st
District and William Natcher in the 2nd
were unopposed.
Democrat Carl Perkins, the dean of
Kentucky's congressional delegation,

was seeking his 16th term in the House
from the 7th District against
Republican Granville Thomas.
Thomas, a retired carpenter and
perennial candidate, lists his home as
London but repeated 4 attempts by
reporters to reach him have been unsuccessful.
Republicans Tim Lee Carter in the
5th District and M.G."Gene" Snyder in
the 4th were favored to keep their seats,
as was Democratic incumbent Romano
Mazzoli in the 3rd.
A new justice on the state Supreme
Court was to be chosen in southeastern
Kentucky, where District Judge
Charles Aker was running against
Court of Appeals Judge John D. White.
Several local school board rades were
on tap today, including a race in
Fayette County for two seats that pit
proteacher bargaining candidates
against' anti-bargaining candidates.
Jefferson County voters were asked if
they want to change their current
commissioner form of government to a
magistrate system.

Off-Year Elections Dominated By Worries
Over Inflation, Taxes, Unemployment
By JAY PERKINS
Associated Preis Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans
voted today for a new Congress,
governor's and state legislatures from
among candidates whose solutions to
the nation's economic headaches often
sounded the same.
In off-year elections dominated by
worries over inflation, unemployment,
government spending and a rising tax

burden, voters in 16 states were voting - Scattered rain in the eastern third of
on a variety of tax-cutting and budgetthe nation apparently discouraged
trimming proposals.
some prospective voters. Early
Despite nationwide rumblings of a
balloting was reported moderate to
tax revolt, pollsters and politicians
light in in Alabama and extremely
,alike predicted a light turnout
sparse throughout most of Georgia.
nationw;le — a factor,
Republicans
After the polls opened in one suburb of
hoped would swing a few close races
Savannah, it was 20 minutes before the
their way. But early balloting was
first voter showed up.
reported heavy in some states with
But the weather was sunny and crisp
close election contests.
elsewhere, and officials in Kansas and
Iowa were predicting a heavy turnout
— as high as 70 percent of registered
voters in Kanses-There._illf.year-old Aif
Landon, the 1936 GOP presidential
nominee,appeared at 9 a.m. at a school
near his Topeka home to vote for his
daughter, U.S. senatorial candidate
Nancy Kassebaum.
Interstate Battery, located on Main
In Illinois, the generally light morStreet near Industrial Road.
ning turnout despite clear weather
Volunteers with the squad will pick
seemed to confirm predictions the 1978
up the batteries when called. Their
election would draw fewer of that
number is 753-4112.
state's voters than any. in a quarterIn addition to a regular pump, the
century.
new truck will have a high pressure'
But in Colorado, where Democratic
booster pump capable of spraying Sen. Floyd K. Haskell is in a tight race
water up to 850 pounds per square inch
with Republican Rep. William L
(psi) compared to a normal 300 psi
Armstrong, election officials predicted
rating, the spokesman said. record balloting, with a turnout of 72
"It literally fogs the water, taking all
percent of registered voters.
the oxygen away from the fire so that it
dies down. What little water you then
Republicans also anticipated taking
have to put on a fire works like
several governorships — perhaps as
smothering out a candle," he said.
many as a half dozen — now held by
The spokesman added the new pump
Democrats and heped to make some
will used less water than conventional
inroads into the two-thirds majority
pumps — only 200 gallons of water
Democrats hold in state legislatures.
compared to a 1,000 an drdinary pump
Although a record 155.5 million
will use.
Americans were qualified to vote, off-

Delivery_Of Squad's
Truck Expected Soon
Delivery on a new truck that will
boost the fire fighting capabilities of
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad is
expected later this month. A fire-rescue squad spokesman said
delivery of the new truck is due in about
three weeks.
In conjunction with the delivery of
that truck,' volunteers with the unit
continue a drive to collect used car and
Mick batteries to raise funds to buy the
truck.
The all-volunteer unit is collecting
batteries through the cooperation of
Interstate Battery in Murray. Money
from resale of the batteries'will go to
the squad, the spokesman said.
Persons wanting to donate _batteries
to the squad can bring them by squad
headquarters on Coldwater Road or

year elections, traditionally attract a
small turnout. In 1974, for example,
only 39.6 percent of the voting age
population bothered to vote. And just 36
percent voted for congressional candidates.
There were 428 House seats, 34 Senate
seats and 36 governorships being filled
today. Seven House members and one
senator — all from Louisiana —
previously won election by capturing 51
percent of the vote in that state's open
grupnryjn gortemher

•Stft PhotoBy Gene mcCutcheon

- Another 41 House members — 27
Democrats and 14 Republicans — had
no general election opposition. Sixteen
other Democrats and two Republicans
in the House had only minor party
opposition.
But most observers were predicting
little change in the Democratic
dominance of Congress.
Even Republican National Committee Chairman Bill Brock estimated
the GOP would gain only 15 to 20 seats
in the House and one or two in the
Senate. The party out of power in
Congress has, since World War II,
gained an average of 36 House seats in
offyear elections.
But Brock was more optimistic about
state races, predicting during an appearance on ABC's Issues and Answers
that Republicans could pick up 200 or
more additional state legislators and
four to six new governors.

today's index

New 3rd Hospital Floor Opens
HOSPITAL MOVE — Gars is Lee
of Dexter was one of the 11
patients who were moved this
morning into the new third floor
of the west wing of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. All of

the medical and surgical patients
moved were ambulatory and the
move went smoothly, according
to Kathy Hodge, public relations
director for the hospital. The north
wing of the third floor, housing 16
_.

beds, has been do-sod temporarily
until more staff is provided. The
new floor has- TT- private rooms
and nine semi-private'rooms for a
total of 26 rooms and 35 beds. All
of the rooms except four have
shower or tub facilities, and those
four have 'direct access to a
facility. Ihe newly equipped
rooms are on the perimeter of the
floor with the centrally located
enclosed nurses' station and nonpatient rooms on the inside. The
floor, done in varying colors,
features an enclosed waiting
room, two isolation rooms for
surgical or burn isolation, security
room for psychotic patients, treatment room, conference room for
aide classes, nurses' lounge and a
- electrocardiogram rodm for stress
tests. All of the beds are electric,
and oxygen and suction is piped
Staff Photo By Debbie N. tee

S

CONGRESSMAN HERE—First District Conwessman Carroll Hubbard, Jr.,
who is unopposed in his bid for re-election in today's general election, was
on the Murray State University campus Monday to speak to speech
students on political communication: Hubbard, right, was presented a
plaque of appreciation at a reception following the talk. Making the
presentation is instructor Drew McGukin.
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mostly
cloudy
Mostly cloudy and cool today
with rain ending this morning.
Highs in the mid to upper, 50s.
Clearing and cold tonight. Lows
in the mid 30s. Mostly sunny and
continued cool Wednesday. Highs
in the mid to upper 50s.
Kentucky...Extended rerecast
Wursasy Ifirengr aturIay
Dry and unusually warm.

Building Owners Say
They'll Appeal corder
Owners of the premises occupied by
radio stations WNBS-WAAW on the
south side Of the court square in Murray
plan to file an appeal of a local order
condemning the property and ordering
it vacated by December 1, 1971.
Local attorney Don Overbey, who,
along with his brother, Ed, purchased
the building on Oct. 1 of this year, told
The Murray Ledger dr Times that they
"do plan to appeal" the action.
Overbey said that his appeal will ask
the state Fire Marshal's office to
construe that the lease agreement
between the landlord and the tenants
places -responsibility of repairs on the
tenant (the radio station)."
"Lacking that (inta(pretation by the
fire marshal) we will ask for an extension of time for compliance with the
order," Overbey said.
The order, signed by Murray Fire
Chief Jackie Cooper and Inspector Phil
Owens, was posted on the door to the
second floor radio station operation
Friday.
The condemnation order requires an
additional approved new egress (exit);
The front entrance door to be rehung so
it swings out from the building interior;
installation of illumnated exit signs
over all approved exits; installation of
approved directional signs leading to
exits; and installation of emergency
lighting to be used in -the event of a
power failure.
The condemnation order was
directed to the Overbeys as budding
owners and the radio station owners as
occupants of the building.

construction of the additional fire exit
and the installation of emergency
lighting.
Station manager Fransuelle Cole told
this newspaper Monday that the station
"will not go Off tbe air" regardless of
the outcome of the pending actiori. She
indicated it is her contention that the
corrective action is the responsibility of
the building owners, not the radio
station owners.
Cooper explained that the condemnation order was the only recourse
available since a previous iremection
had noted the deficiencies and no
corrective action had been taken. The
fire chief said that usually, when deficiencies are discovered during an
inspection, the building owner and-or
tenants are notified of the deficiencies
ad advised as to what corrective
action will be necessary to comply with
the codes..
. Cooper said the owner-occupants are
then expected to file a "plan of action"
with local and state fire officials
outlining the steps they plan to take to
correct the 'deficiencies.
Cooper indicated that the previous
building owners had filed such a plan of
action but that to his knowledge. the
plan had never been carried out.
Oveobey said Monday afternoon that
he will file the appeal within the ten day
limit. He said he anticipates that action
to put the situation in limbo until such
time as the appeal is heard by the state
_.
fire marshelle-offiee.
Chief Cooper also said Monday that it

is possible that other buildings within
the city are not in compliance with the
Overbey said the lqise that is in force
codes.
between he and his brother and the
"It could be that we just haven't
radio station'owners is dated Feb. 25,
gotten to ( inspected) them," he said,
1975 and was an agreement between the
adding that his department intends to •
former building owners and the former
Aridly enforce city and state laws
radio station owners.
lidir
— thief -0/overatild Misidartifternoon -..—eeverniger- fire --iviat,
Cooper indicated that one of the major
that the major improvement needed to
things considered in such instances is
bring it into compliance with the state
fire and building codes would be the
when a "Potential loss of life" exists.
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Tuesday, November 7
Members of the Murray
High School Tiger Band will
canvass the community
between 5:30 and 9:30 p.m.
taking orders for both oranges
and grapefruit in its annual
citrus fruit sale.

V
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Eversmeyer
Selected
For Cast

Thursday, November 9
Lecture, sponsored by MSL
Recreation _Society, will
feature Ed Henson, Elipartment of Education, Frankfort,
on program of Hatfield-McCoy
feud in the Kentucky Mountains at Student Center
Auditorium, at 7:30 p.m. This
is free and open to the public.

Bread For World monthly
"Great Expectations," 1947
meeting will be at library of English film classic, will be
Elaine K. Eversmeyer
First Christian Church at 7:30 shown at 7 p.m in the Student
Murray, a senior at Murray=
p.m.
Center auditorium, Murray
State University, has been
State, as the first program of
selected as one of the ten cast
the Internationaj Film
Trumpet recital by Daniel
Glad)s Williamson Sunday Festival.
members for "Many Moons,"
Golsuido, Jamestown, N. Y.,
School Class, Sinking Spring
annual
children's
the
8:15
in'F'arrell•
p.m.
MU be at
Wednesday,November II
Baptist Church, will meet with
production
by the University
Murray Assembly No. 19
Arts
Hall,
Fine
Recital
Senior Citizens of Hazel will
Laura Paschall.
Theatre Nov. 15-18.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls meet at
Center, Murray State.
the Hazel Community
Miss Eversmeyer, the
will meet at the Masonic Hall Center
for a congregate meal
daughter
of Dr. and Mrs.
Kappa Department, Murray at 7 p.m.
workshop
Nursing
for
and craft lesson.
Harold Eversmeyer, of 820 N. .
Woman's Club, will meet at
-registered nurses and nursing19th St., Murray, is a home
7 30 p.m. at the club house.
Murray TOPS Club will
Homemakers Clubs will related personnel will be from
eConomics major. She will
•
—meet at 7 p.m. at theHealth
leek'
Arm:
to'a:m.
30
9
:
meet as &Ors: Harris Grove
play the role of the Royal
Delta Department, Murray. Center.
at Sirloin Stockade at 12 noon; Mason Nursing Building,
Nurse.
Contact
State.
Jean
Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
Pacers with Jane Barnett at
"Many Moons," a fairy tale
All-American
Concert, 930 a.m.: New Concord with Culp at 762-2196 for in7:30 p.m. at the club house.
written by James Thurber and
sponsored by Sigma Alpha
formation.
Reba Hughes at 1 p.m.;
adapted by Charlotte ChorIota and Phi Mu Alpha music
Pettectown at Colonial House
penning, is about a princess
fraternities, will be at 8:10
Murray
Lions
Club
Radio
ATTEND CONVENTION — Attending the convention of the Kentucky Musk
Smorgasbord at 10 a.m.;
Groups of First Baptist p.m. in
who wants something so bad it
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Auction
will
continue
on
Teachers Association at Bowling Green were,left to right, seated, Dr. James McKeever,
South Pleasant Grove, not
, Church Women will meet as Annex,
makes her ill and the attempts
Murray State.
_WNEIS
from
6:30
to
11.p.m.
a
_
Mrs. Marie Taylor, Mrs. Dorothy Mason, Murray State faculty, standinz,Steve Clark.
- -fellows: - Annie Armstrong
-11111101Meact.
Jim
of the wisernen to remedy her
Wright,•Kathy Luker, Art DeWcesc, Janet Childress, Charity Hart, and Vickie Hays.
with Cathryn Garrott and
illness. The show is directed
North
Pleasant
Grove
Murray Lions Club Radio
a Dorothy Group -with Eva
Murray Bass Club will meet Cumberland Presbyterian . -Also attending but not pictured were Bonnie Stockdale and Donna Spann.
by James I. Schernpp.
Moms, both at 10:30 a.m.; Auction will be held from 6:30 at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Two performances are
Church
Women
will
have
a
Bea Walker with Anita to 11 p.m. on Radio Station Inn.
scheduled for Wednesday
Thanksgiving potluck at the
WNBS.
Mansfield at 7:30 p.m.
through Friday at 9:30 a.m.
church.
Bowling for senior citizens
and 1 p.m. and a single perwill be at Corvette Lanes at
formance Saturday at 1 p.m.
Independence
United
1:30 p.m.
in the University Theatre of
Methodist Church Women will
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Ladies day luncheon will be
Center. Admission is'75 cents
served at Murray Country
per person or by season ticket.
Homemakers Clubs are
Club at 12 noon with Barbara scheduled
Group reservations can be
as follows: Dexter
Brandon as chairman. Clarice
Clue H
CI•te"
made
by
contacting
at Center at 9:30 a.m.;
Members of the Murray bers, and she will continue to following a full day of University
Sparkman and Sadie West will
Theatre 762-4421.
Racers, Progressive, and
administer
the
annual rehearsals. Miss Leslie Poole,
State University Music
be bridge hostesses.
Suburban, places and times
All Seats $1.25
Department faculty, Marie Baldwin-MTNA Junior a student from Marshall
Murray Lions Club Radio not released.
Taylor, Dorothy Mason, and Keyboard Award program for County, was a participant in
Auction will continue from
ja•
41 •ea,
this event.
James McKeever,and student Kentucky.
Grove 6126 WOW will meet
6:30 to 11 p.m. on Radio
1111
,.•••
• W
M.S.U. students who atrepresentatives
Miss Sylvia Kersenbaum,
of
the
at Triangle Inn at 6 p.m.
Station WNES.
0.000.1000000111
K.M.T.A. Student Chapter on tended were Janet Childress, artist in residence at W.K. U.,
the M.S.U. campus, have Charity Hart, Donna Spann, gave a stunning piano recital
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Thursday, November 9
returned from the annual Jim Wright, Art De Weese, which included the Schumann
New Concord and Hamlin Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
convention of the Kentucky Steve Clark, Vickie Hays, "Carnaval".and all of the Op.
Senior Citizens will go to the home of Dortha Stub- Music
Teachers Association Bonnie Stockdale and Kathy 10 Chopin Etues, and Joseph
Murray for shopping and blefield.
which
was
held on the Western Luker. In addition to par- Banowetz, currently on the
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
lunch. For information or
Kentucky University campus ticipation in all of the regular artist piano faculty of North
transportation call 436-5364 or
in Bowling Green, October 28- activities of the convention, Texas State University, The Great-Wall of China
436-2185.
they also • held several presented three lecture enough stone to build has
R
BURT
31.
an
IAMel
meetings with members of the recitals and a public recital of eight foot-wall around
4
During
the
business
REYNOLDS 7:25,
0011Chestout
Camp 592 of the WOW will
the earth at the equator.
sessions, the report of the Western Kentucky University exceptional beauty
meet at the Woodmen Hall at
"THE Elkitry 925
student
chapter
of
K.M.T.A.
Nominating
Committee,
are 11/16
6:30p.m
- flatted Artists
Musical portions of the
which had been chaired by
John C. Winter, Acting Dean agenda afforded experiaaces
Murray Chapter No. 92
of the M.S.U. College of of the highest calibre. The
Royal Arch Masons will meet
The
-North
Murray
Creative Expression, was annual All-State Piano
ItTER FRAMPTON
,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray Homemakers Club will meet
given
by retiring first vice Ensemble, in which 50 high"SGT. PEPPER'S
7:25,
Lodge Hall:
school pianists from all areas
010 Chestn ut
Friday,
Nov.
10,
at
1:30
p.m.
president,
Dorothy Mason.
LONELY HEARTS 9:30
of the state took turns perat the home of Mrs, Esco
New
officers,
who
will
hold
CLUB
BAND"
118S. 12th
Titre fur:.
Welcome Wagon Club will Gunter.
,
office for a term of two years forming ensembles at 12
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
753.0035
Mrs.
Edgar
Morris, were elected and will include pianos, was under the
of June Carlson, 1512 Kirk- president, urges all members
Call For Your Appointment
Mrs. Marie Taylor, second direction of the internationally
wood Drive. All newcomers to attend. •
suITIOXIII. LAMP1110111"s
vice president. She will also renowned piano pedagogue,
L
are invited.
AWES •
At the October meeting held continue as state chairman for Dr. Guy Duckworth of
641 N. Centrai
7:15,
at the home of Mrs. Fred
the M.T.N.A. Foundation, in Colorado. Their concert was
We also have a large selection of
"Meet The Lakers Night" Gingles, the lesson on
%tell 9:15
which capacity she was played on Sunday. afternoon
TbriThorsj A Anita-4AI rum
will be the theme of the in- "Helping Children With
frames, and now have one day film
reported to have raised
tersquad basketball games at Emotional
was Kentucky participation in the
-processing.
Callowkv County High School presented by
Problems",
Mrs. Charlie
with the doors to open at 5:,45 Robertson who, also as foods Foundation program from
next
to the lowest for the 50
1111SPITAL SEWS1
GEC* ANN CHEVY CHASE
p.m. and games to start at chairman, asked for a count of
State to fourth from the
7:20,
Free Parking In Rear
6:.30 p.m. Lakerettes will also canned and frozen foods made
N Central Ctr
highest during the past year.
9:25
perform. Sponsored
by by the members during the
Mrs.
Mason
further
ammo.nce191
Calloway County Education swfuner months.
Tbre 11/16
presented a proposal to the 10-26-78
Association, cost will be $1.00
Mrs. Angie Gibbs, housing
convention which will create Adults 131
students,$1.50 adults.
chairman,
.-discussed
the
annual festival and audition Nursery 6
VIIA A V
preparation of the home for opportunities to
•,/
young
Tbireday...November 9
the eenting winter months. - musicians tn the elementary • NEWBORN ADMISSION
21 Sour!".
Ellis Center will be open
The Homemakers Creed levels of instrumental study - Baby Girl Baldridge
Fri.-Sat.-Sun. Only
(Janie), 1614 Kirkwood,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for was read by Mrs.
Charlie throughout the state of
Off N
Murray.
activities by the Murray Crawford, and the
scripture Kentucky. The first of these
Senior Citizens.
from Luke 10:37 was read by
will probably take place in the
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Esco Gunter.
Mrs. Rita F. Long and Baby
fall of 1979. Mrs, Mason was,
Murray-Calloway County
Refreshments were served in addition, appointed editor of Girl, 720'
,
2 Sycamore, Murray,
Community Theatre will by Mrs. Gingles. Also
present,
Mrs. Inge Hicks, 1312 KirkSizes 3411 to 52E
present "The Music Man" at not previously mentioned, the K.M.T.A. Newsletter
which shall publish articles wood, Murray, Mrs. H. Tina
A. Carman Pavilion, College were Mrs. John
Workman and
written by and maintain Olson, 1515 Johnson Blvd.,
Farm Road,at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Ivan Outland.
communication with mem- Murray, Cathy L. McClain,
"Boa 7210 Regents Hall, MSU,
-9111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111F'
William F. Adams, P. 0. Box
162, Paducah, Mrs. Darie
Hastings, 311 Boice, Paris,
Tenn., Henry N. Blalock, 1514
Caucer Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Marsha C. Phillips, Gen. Del.,
Hardin, Anita R. Mohler, Box
8, Dexter, Fred R. Johnson,
, Downtown Murray
115 Spruce, Murray, N.
t•t).Kenneth Watson, Rt. 1- Box
452, Hardin, Mrs. Deborah A.
Cox, Rt. 2-Box 14, Gilbertsville, Mrs. Cathy M. Mattis,
2212 Gatesborough Circle,
Murray, Mrs. Cindy C.
"Monday and Tuesday"
Joyner, Rt. If Henry, Tenn.,
Mrs. Hazel T. Kimbro, Rt. 1,
Save se
IN STOCK
Hazel, James A. Parham, Rt.
H ci,
4 Rolls To
1, Alma, Mrs. Mignon
Choose From $139
*SUPER
Outland, 416 So. 8th., Murray,
at
D.
Lynn
Nm,k
Burkeen,
Rt.
3,
Ihr
yd
Murray, Mrs. Ann B. Crass,
412 N. 5th, Murray, Mrs.
Lucille D. Thornton, Rt. 6,
Murray, Freddie M. Todd,
1808 B, Strut, Paducah, Mrs.
-.-.EVERYDAY SEVEN SEAS FEATURES4
Fay W. Sledd, 712 Poplar,
4).
Murray, Earl G. Waters, 1397
Johnson Blvd., Murray, Mrs.
Menu
Flossie I. Andrus (expired),
(1 Fish Fillet
1721 Keenland Dr., Murray.
under 6 years
Free
•
Fish
Fillet 6-10years
Reg v 29 NOW $
q yd
99
6
29
TOAST HOLIDAYS
Fried Chicken 10 years A under ....90
„Toast, the _holidays_ milli_
• tiusnouppieirriarukh Fries R slaw
something a bit different for a
In Stock
Salad Bar
change, an Eggnog Ice Cream
50 with meal
Float! For each serving, mix
one scoop of vanilla ice cream
•
We Welcome •Th. Opportunity to DsmOristrats our terviC•
and one half cup of dairy
and hospitoloty
eggnog in a tall glass. Fill the
Open 4P.M. Each Day
glass two-thirds full with
lemon-lime .carbonated
•
beverage. Add anothet scoop
trfri*-•
South 4th
The Old Ice Plant
753-6660
glass with more carbonated
AFT'beverage. Serve at onc."
1'
Hwy 64 1 N Murray, Ky.
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Cheers!

Marie Taylor Named State
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Mary Phillips Program Leader
it Independence Church Meeting
The Independence United
Methodist Church Women
heard a program on the
theme,"Christ Is Our Peace,"
at the October meeting held at
the church. Mary Phillips was
program leader.
Patricia Lassiter sang a
solo, "Jesus Used Me," while
accompanying herself on the
piano. Group singing was led
by Jean Burkeen. Carol
. Phillips played a piano solo,
"Is Thou Heart Right With
God."
The scripture from Psalms
146:5 was read by Mrs.
Phillips. Inez Hopkins showed
a film from the Reelfoot
Ministry. Prayer was led by
Maurita Burkeen.
The slate of new officers
was read by Jean Burkeen and
the list was accepted as
follows:
Inez
Hopkins,
president; Desiree Duncan,
vice-president; Myrtle Jones,

secretary; Nancy. Hopkins,
treasurer; Mary Phillips,
reporter.
--Announcements were made
of the visit to Fern Terrace
Lodge on Oct. 18 and the
Halloween party foe the
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship on Oct. 28.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, and nuts were served
by Mary Phillips. Five women
having birthdays in October
were honored. They were
Barbara
Haley, Treva
Burkeen, Maurita Burkeen,
Inez Hopkins, and Jean
Burkeen.
Others present were Livy
Fennell, Ina Nell Burkeen,
Mamie Evans, Bryan Evans,
Lori and Lisa Burkeen, Euel
Burkeen, Pete Jones, and
Jarod I AS ter.
Mrs. Myrtle Jones will be in
charge of the November
program.

GINNYttXt, right, daughter of Mr.and Mrs. James H. Shelton, Sr., of Murray,is a member of the singing Soundsations Bather Shop Chorus of the Quad Cities of East Moline,
Moline, and Rock Island, Ill., and Davenport, Iowa, which will be competing in a
program at Toronto, Citrada, on Nov. 11. The chorus is a member of the national
organization of Harmony, Inc. Mrs. Like is a graduate of Murray High School and
studied voice under loan Bowker, director of choral music at the school. She is married
to Ron Like, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Like, also of Murray, and they have three
chitdren,l(Ten, jay, and Amy. Her husband is with the Deere & Co., Moline, Ill. Pictured
with Mrs.like are Judy Reudiger,left, and Berta Breckling„ center.

HEALTH
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

Cancer of the colon

If China has
) build an
I around
e equator..

Is

on of
film

10-22-78
Adults 127
Nursery 5
Newborn Admissions
Baby Boy Coursey ; Lisa),
Rt. 1, Symsonia, Baby Boy
.Riley (Patsy), Rt. 5, Mayfield.
_
Dismissals
Mrs. Carolyn J. Boggess
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hixson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Box 299,
Murray, Mrs. Nitride
Hosford and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Bridgett Maness, Rt.
1, Ahno, Mrs. Myrtle Parrish,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Pats?
Raines and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Box 39, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Charles R. Wilson, 1629 Miller,
Murray, Miss Karen Rock,
7262 Regents Hall, MSU,
Murray, Mark S. Galloway,
207 So. 13th, Murray, Linda J.
Graves, 512 N. 1st, Murray,
Mrs. Virginia L. Knott, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Julia
F. Orr, Rt. 2, Box 165,
Puryear, Tenn., Christi A.
Smith, Rt. 8, Murray, Molly L.
Valentine, D8 South Side
Manor, Murray, Danny
Williams, Rt. 2, Hazel, Eric S.
Thompson, Box 4058, 322 Richmond Hall, Murray, Helene E.
Kerpestein, P.O. Box 6127
Hester Hall, MSU, Murray,
Mrs. Bettie E. Brandon,523 S.
11th, Murray, Mrs. Mary A.
Scates, Box 66, Union City,
Tenn.

By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.

10-24-78
Adults 128
Nursery 9
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Fitch (Janet),312
N. 8th, Murray, Baby Girl
Long (Rita), 720% Sycamore,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Harold W. Turner, Rt. 2
Murray,
Thomas
E.
Challenor, Rt. 3 Murray,
Mindy L. Allen, 119 Byrd Rd.
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Mavis L.
Schroader, Rt. 1 'Almo, Mrs.
Della M. Oliver, No. 20 J & J
Apts. Murray, Mrs. Sandra L.
Careyhan, Rt. 4 Princeton,
Mrs. Sherry M. McGuyer, Rt.
2 Puryear, Tenn., Newell S.
Knight, 603 Main Murray,
Mrs. Lorenda Lewis, Rt. 1
Benton, Mrs. Sandra F.
Bebber and Baby Boy, 406 N.
5th Murray, Christopher S.
Walker, Rt. I Bx. 41 Murray,
Kenneth H. Hawkins, Rt. 1
Farmington,Cecil B. Hopkins,
Rt. I Almo, Mrs. Myrtle
Hopkins, Rt. 1 Almo, Mrs. Ella
H. Boehm, Rt. 2 Springville,
Tenn., Elmus S. Jones, 1225
Howard Ave., Nashville,
Tenn., Erie 0. Ellis, 1606
Calloway Murray, Kelley J.
Smith, Rt. 5 Bx, 299 Murray,
Buel E. Stalls Sr., 407 N. 4th

Murray, Mrs. Ruby E.
Lampkitui, Rt. 2 Murray, Mrs.
Tempie R. Wesson, Cr Bx. 312
New Concord, Elizabeth
Holcomb, Murray Manor Apts. Murray, Bernice F. Bishop,
Bx. 19 New Concord, Charlie
Green. Rt. 2
_ lit
Buchanan, Tenn., Truman Edwards,607 Olive Murray.

10-25-78
Adults 133
Nursery 6
NEWBORN ADMISS/014
Baby Girl Nebble (Mary),
Box 905, Cadiz.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Janice J. Kirk, Rt. 6
Bx. 57 Murray, Debra H.
Redd, 35)_ Springer Hall
Murray, Iltrs Mary E. Erwin
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Sedalia,
Mrs. Patsy M. Riley and Baby
Boy, Rt. 5 Mayfield, Wanda J.
Ballard, Ill S. 12th Murray,
Mrs. Edith L. Story, Rt. 7
Murray, Cindy L. Milligen,704
White Hall Murray, Mrs.
Dianne W. Watson and Baby
Birl, 303 College Cts. Murray,
Mrs. Lisa I. Coursey and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1 Sy•msorrta, Mrs.
Virginia D. Baker, Rt. 4
Benton, William J. Hina, 1003
Henry Murray, Lula E. Walls,
201 Mulberry Murray, Mrs.
Tonya R. Elkins, Rt. 5
Murray, Rex M. Edwards, M.
1 Benton, Olen P. Judd, Rt. 6
Bx. 133A Murray, Maude
Nance, New Concord, Comrnie
E. Cain, Rt. 1, Almo.

10-23-78
Adults 129
Nursery 8
Newborn Admissions
Dowdy, Baby Boy (Judy),
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Erwin, Baby
Girl (Mary), Rt. 1, Sedalia,
Henson, Baby Boy (Sarah),
The North Pleasant Grove
Rt.3, Benton.
Cindy Hester gave the Mlle
Cumberland Presbyterian study which was the second in
Dismissals
Mrs. Debbie L. Long, Rt. 3 Church Women will hold their a series of four on the book of
Bx, 1109, Murray, Willie annual Thanksgiving potluck. Ephesians. Linda Thornton
Cooksey, Rt. 1, Bx. 284 New dinner and program on presided and Margaret Nell
Concord, Bob M. West, 309.S. Thursday, Nov. 9, at the Boyd led in prayer.
3rd, Murray, Mathew- EL- - church with Virginia Jones
Those
present
were
Wirnberley, 625 Wilson, Paris, and Emma Dean Lawson as
Christine
Graham,
Mary
hostesses.
Tenn.,
Mrs.
Marriam
At the October meeting held Kathryn Cain, Margaret Nell
Ferguson, 1300 Payne Apt. 5,
Murray, James C. Greer, Rt. at the home of Josephine Boyd, Cindy Hester, Virginia
1, Almo, Mrs. Brenda K. Robinson, the program on Jones, Mary Eva Lowe.
Owen, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., "Christian Mission: Do We Emma Dean Lawson, Dorothy
Amanda D. Wyatt, Bx. 64, Need A New Vision" was led - Dean Cochran, Linda Thornton, Mildred Lowe, Nix and
Dexter, Hattie Vaughn, 300 by Margery Crawford.
The Rev. W. Edd Glover, Margery Crawford, Rev. and
-_Woodlawn, Murray, Robert L.
Adams, Rt. 1, Farmington, former pastor of the church, Mrs. Glover, Mr. and Mrs. J.
was guest speaker. His sub- D. Robinson, and Cindy
Mrs. Gilford Simmons, Fern
Robinson.
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Mrs. ject was "Stewardship."

or others.
colon and rectum is the
Bulk laxatives are all
second most common cause right
for, ndividuals who do
DEAR DR. LAMB - Will of cancer deaths in both men
you please answer some and women. A high percent- not get enough bulk in their
questions for me about can- age of these can be found by diet, but most of the chemicer? Can cancer of the colon a finger examination of the cal laxatives, if they are
or rectum be found by a rectum that, of course, im- taken persistently, lead to
finger examination? If so, plies that the cancer is in the chronic laxative habits that
will this cause fluid to accu- , rectal area within the reach cause bowel problems
rather than relieve them.
mulate in the stomach, hips, of the finger.
They certainly have no place
feet and legs? Will the bowel
That's one of the reasons a in
the treatment of cancer of
movement be black, mixed good, competent medical exwith blood? Will this cause amination will include a fin- the bowels.
The best approach to preconstipatibn, and is milk of ger-e-rafnination of the recmagnesia harmful to take as tum in both men and women. venting constipation is a
DEAR COOL: Animals can be trained las well as cona laxative? What is the ap- To not do such an examina- good diet that contains bulk
strained,. Why do less for your husband than you'd do for a
proximate life span from the tion really means to fail to and regular living patterns.
pet?
time of detection of cancer provide a complete, ade- To give you more informaI am sending. you The
of the colon?
quate, physical examination tion
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing to reply to OLD TIMER, who
number 2-1,
Health
DVR READER which could detect cancer of Spastic Letter
complained about the casual clothes people wear around the
or Irritable Colon
glad you are asking about the rectum.
and Constipation. Others
office these days.
this because cancer of the
The finger examination it- who want this issue can send
I work in an office where the boss wears T-shirts, jeans
self will certainly not cause 50 cents
with a long,
and old sneakers; most of the women wear pants land some
the accumulation of fluid in stamped, self-addressed enof them wear T-shirts with no bras). Everyone here says this
the hips, stomach or any-- velope for it. Send your
is .the best place they've ever worked. Because we can be
where else. If you have can- letter to me in care of this
we. can- also be friendly. There's no backstabbing,
cer involving the obstyuction newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
competition or petty jealousy.
of the drainage of the lymph Radio City Station, New
If a boss wants the employees to dress like robots, it's a
nodes in: the pelvic area, York, NY 10019.
fair bet he (or she I wants them to act and think like robots,
then you Might expect some
One of the important signs
swelling and other prob- of cancer of the colon is a
too. It's a lot easier to get the job done quickly and
lems.
efficiently if people trust you to be yourself.
change in bowel habit. If a
Anytime there is an unex- person has a northal patAs long as you re doing a good job, how you dress „s,bould
The
Woodmen Fraternal plained amount of blood in
be nobody's business but your own.
tern, and then develops perBenefit Society, Grove 6126, the bowel movement, a per- sistent diarrhea for no
CASUAL IN CUPERTINO
met on Thursday, Oct. 12, at 6 son should have an examina- cause, or if a person sudj.tnry-the -casual, towitortzlneTbaa--at-the Triangle-inn-for-a .lion It ean be_a_sign. of_
DEAR
rn y
Blood from higher for no apparent cause, it's
dinner
competitive office attire. And I'll even go along with a trim
meeting with twenty cancer.
up in the digestive tract may time for a medical examinalittle "30 A" in a T-shirt sans bra. But a lot of man-hours
members present.
be black because of the tion.
could be lost in an office where • braless babe in a T-shirt
Jeannie Lamb and Loretta digesting process on the
You can't tell how long a
fill
doesn't.
Jobs were hostesses.
blood itself.
person is going to live after a
Cancer
of
can
the
rectum
The president, Mrs. Lamb,
cancer of the bowel has been
DEAR ABBY: My busband and I are having a disagreepresided. Reports were given cause constipation but, of found, unless you know how
ment which we hope you can settle.
by Cynthia Hart, treasurer. course, most cases of consti- far advanced the cancer reOur 11-year-old son hurt another boy wrestling, and the
pation are caused by other
Ruth
Blackwood, Doris problems, usually poor ally is. A small cancer deother boy may have to wear a neck brace for a month or so.
Burkett, and Diana Lyons dietary habits and lack of tected and removed suffiI say our son should be punished because wrestling is
ciently early can be comwere named to the nominating proper bowel function. pletely cured. That's why a
dangerous and should be avoided.
My husband says that wrestling between boys of this age
committee to select officers to Frankly, I am not enthusias- rectal examination is so
is normal, and our son should not be punished.
be voted on at the November tic about using any chemical important.
laxative, Milk of Magnesia
What do you say?
If the cancer has already
meeting.
spread, it is another matter,
CLEVELANDER
,The officers will be installed
-• -Therefore, I can't give you
atthe Woodmen Hall on Dec. 7
any exact answer to that
DEAR CLEVELANDER:I pay,"Listen to yeur husband,
at a dinner meeting and
question. I would like to
dear. He's been a boy."
Christmas party. ' .
point out, though, that indi-The Woodman of Woodcraft
viduals with cancer of the
.bowel that have been opermember was selected and will
If you put off writing letters because you don't knew
ated upon early enough,
he named at the November
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
even if it is not early enough
For All Occasions." Send $I end a long, stamped 128 eental
meeting at the Triangle Inn
to induce a complete cure,
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
with Murl Robertson and
often live a comfortable life
90212.
Janie Young as hostesses.
for years afterward.
Myrtle Douglas and Effie
Plans were also made for the
See Marjorie Major
dinner party in December at Vaughn of the Garden
Trove! Consultant
Department of the Murray
the home of Doris Burkett.
Woman's Club attended the
BENTON PATIENT
annual meeting of the
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
Mrs. Pamela Lane of
Audubon District held Oct. 12
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. ff!!!!airmai
at the Ken Bar Inn.
Hardin was dismissed Oct. 26
No Charge by us.
National Council Master from the Marshall County
Price some as direct.
For Information and
Flower Show Judges and
Hospital, Benton. •
•
Travel Literature call
District Clubs presented a
PATIENT AT BENTON
minimum-standard flower
753-GOGO(4646)
show, "A Salute To The
Mrs. Lady Reed of Hardin
White Nouse Office tiolkliesg,
Maudie Hopkins led the -Garden Club of Kentucky
was dismised Oct. 30 from the
711 Mein Street
lesson discussion at the District," as a part of the
Marshall County Hospital,
meeting of the Palestine program. The shall( -consisted
Benton.
United Methodist Church of five horticulture olasses
Women held Oct. 11 at the and five artistic design
HOSPITAL PATIENT
church.
Mrs. Lola Morton of Murray
classes.
The opening prayer was led
Educational exhibits were was dismissed Oct. 31 from
by Winnie Burkeen. Myrtie also included in the show at the Marshall County Hospital,
McDaniel read an article, the meeting. Mrs. Douglas Benton.
"The Troublemaker," and LeNeave, Laurel Oak Garden
Hazel Jeffery read 'Wtat My club, Mayfield, served as_
CHEF.SE NUTTY DTP
-TfilthlifettiiiTo?We
" -chairman of the show.
'There's always a need for a
The closing prayer was led
New officers elected were quick Cheese Nutty Dip during
by the Rev. Fil Boston. --A Mrs. LeNeave, director; Mrs. the holidays. Make this one by
potluck lunch was served at Van Carter, Trenton, co- combining one-fourth cup
noon.
director; Mrs. Kit Hayes, (one-half stick) butter with
Includes:
Those present were Freda Trenton, secretary; Mrs. Don one-fourth cup of chunky
Salad
• Lovett, Myrtle McDaniel, Avis Martin, Cadiz, treasurer.
peanut butter, one cup (4 oz.)
Childress, Maudie Hopkins,
Drink
The state president, Mrs T shredded cheddar cheese and
Eula Grace Parrish, Hazel F. ,Wipperman, LouisvftTe, one tablespoon of milk. Mix
Potato
Jettert.-Mildrari-Uate‘-riaita-. kUedail- the incoming •-.1estiLwell Wended-Serve witiv.TdAtt
Oates, Winnie Burkeen,Sheila dfficers exoepit the direlior assorted, crackers or bread
MI-American BON
titillinat, Dean Burkeen.. writs, will be installed at the .stieka The yield •is apgel-Air Center
Reba Parrish, Mae Goodwin, state convention in leitingtoie proximately one and one
and Rev. Boston.
fourth cups.
April 24 to 26.
DEAR ABBY: Please permit me to write on behalf of
wives who prefer to undress Inthe closet.
I've been married for 20 years to a man who gets turned
on if I start removing my watch.
Regardless of the time of day, if he sees me start 1.0
remove one piece of clothing, he wants me to jump into bed
that. very minute! No loving conversation or affectionate
preliminaries to put me in a responsive mood.(All he ever
talks about is his job and his health.)
I believe sex would be more enjoyable if men would act
like men instead of animals.
COOL IN THE CLOSET

Bobbie Ferguson, P.O. Bx.
Murray, Mrs. Gertie
Downs, Rt. 6, Murray, George
R. Blum, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.
_

2n,

NEEDL WOMAN
PRICES
GOOD
TNRU
SATURDAY
NOV. 11TN

EL-MOORES
9-6 MON.,
TUE. & SAT.
9-8 WED.,
TRIMS., FRI.
OPEN
SUNDAY

rn

0

OPENED.THEIR 1st STORE
6 YEARS AGO
rn
rn

Garden Department

5
0

Members Attend

7

District Meet

EAR LANDS TRAVEL 14001C1

Palestine Women
Hold Meet

And Luncheon

rrl
111

DO NOT MISS THIS GREAT ANNUAL CELEBRA- 0
TION. WE ARE SHOWING OUR APPRECIATION TO
YOU BY SELLING EVERY ITEM IN OUR STORE AT
25% OFF OUR REGULAR LOW PRICES,
EVERY NOTION ITEM, ALL PATTERNS, & EVERY
YARD OF FABRIC INCLUDED
rn
17;
0

IleilleSdaY
.beau
$
240
Chicken Fry Steak Mal

0
mg0
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

Saving- Energy
•
THE MAN WHO sold Julian save energy and money.
Put together by the Univer.Carroll to ,Kentuckians in 1975
- -has- decided not to try-to- sett sity- of -Kentticky's College-of —
Agriculture,the "Special Home
them on the idea of conserving
,Fnergy Edition" includes
energy.
Lexington-ad man Mark diagrams of home heating and
Halleck, who shaped Carroll's cooling systems, energy-saving
image in his stunningly suc- tips and .other practical incessful primary campaign,quit formation.
There is also, a questiopnaire
a $75,000 personal service conallows homeowners to
that
state
Departmelit
with
the
- ifract
analyze the energy efficiency of
- "of Energy.
Halleck had been hired to their, houses with. the help of
:devise a promotional campaign UK's computers.
Fill in the questionnaire,send
t.for energy conservation
it to your county agricultural
$awareness.
0 Taking a cue from Rodney extension agent, and you get
!Dangerfield, Halleck said he back a computerized analysis
:didn't get respect from the and recommendations on how
;department. Department of- to improve the energy ef:ficials said that wasn't it at all. ficiency of your home.
COPIES OF the new edition
:Just a failure to communicate,
of the home energy guide will
:they said.
; Kentucky does have an soon be available. They will be
mailed free to Kentucky's
*energy conservation plan, in
case you missed it. It's 60 pages households.
Watch for it.
;padded with gobbledegook like
following suggestion:
the
fr
and
mak(e)
r "Develop
available to farmers corn;putational procedures that can
be used in evaluating alternate
:.management schemes and
resource allocations with
:iregard to energy conservation
;.nd economic return."
.7..
1 BY COMING up with this sort
-:ag- -thing, the department
**qualifies for more than $1
•Inillion in federal funds to imialement the plan.
There is a sliver of a silver
:lining in every cloud, however.
-:.„..`The 'Energy Department is
.
*.picking up the tab for a pam:phlet that can help homeowners

61RAFFIMIT

1

By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer

ommonwealth Consumer
7

Health Club
Advertisements
4 FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- Open any
tempasier_itadymerelikely to see- an dvertisement promising that if you
in a health club or figure,salorryou
Can lase weight easily and achieve the
y of your dreams.
°1
The ads have wide appeal for both
Mien and women,since nearly everyone
t'ants to be trun and physically fit.
But before you rush to invest in a
ipernbership in one of these clubs, you
ould carefully consider the terms of
!he contract.
It may be a very good deal, but you
pay also be getting yourself involved in
'bore than you bargained for.
•;--- One hundred people who signed up for
Membership in the Cosmopolitan
Health Spa in Lexington have cornltlained to the Attorney General's
',toisumer Protection Division about
-alleged .kractices ringing (Tom
misleading sales tactics to unsanitary
conditions.
Ruth Baxter, an attorney in the
consumer protection division, said her
office feels the complaints indicate a
pattern of activity that warrants - investigation.
Some of the people who responded to
the spa's ads told the Attorney General
that they had apparently signed
membership contracts without being
told that they were contracts. Others
discovered that conditions at the
facility were not what they were led to
believe.
:It's only one case, but it illustrates
same basic points:
:Never sign a contract al a health spa
or figure salon without reading it
carefully. Don't. sign it immediately
even if you're told you'll only get the
special bargain rate if you sign right
away. Very often that's just a highpressure sales pitch.
For that matter, never sign anything
before readini_ it
carefully,. And
Wen You sign something, don't leave

20 Years Ago
"Tune-up and body job...and don't let me down!"

Garrote's Galley

t
t

I believe this has been the most
beautiful fall I have ever seen. At least,
it's the most beautiful I can remember.
Too, I've seldom seen anything as
colorful and as beautiful as were the
leaves on the trees along Olive
Boulevard from 15th Street eastward to
4th recently. It was after work, on a
Tuesday,I believe, when I headed down
that way en route to The Murray
Ledger di Times (McCutcheort prefers
for me to spell it out) office and noticed
their brilliance.
Usually; I'm either talking to myself
or thinking of something in no way even
remotely associated with colorful
scenery when I'm going around town,
but that day the late afternoon sun slanting against those golden leaves
reflected an indescribable scene.
There were all kinds of other colors,
too. I don't know one tree from another
when it comes to fall colors, especially
now that Joe , Torn Erwin has retired
and gone into hibernation at his Kentucky Lake cottage, but I always appreciate God's fall handiwork.
So moved was I by the beauty of it all,
I walked into the house a few minutes
later and told Cathryn, "Come on and
get in the car. There's something I want
to show you." She did, and I repeated
the same.route for her as I had covered
shortly before. By then, the sun had

Letters ToThe Editor

Funny,
Funny World
A San Francisco jeweller is offering
an hour glass for sale at $9,000. It is
filled with tiny diamonds in place of
sand.
A politician should keep his words
soft, honeyed and warm because he
never knows when he may be called
upon to eat them.
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A Thing OfBeauty To Behold,
An Avenue OfLeaves Growing Old

any blank spaces. Make sure the length

t.membership- and the
you
are exactly what
finaclrgemts
were told by the salesperson.
Be wary of high-pressure sales
they're an indication that the company
is not reputable.
(leek the club's equipment and
iacility at the time you're likely to use
them to see whether the place is clean
or whether it's overcrowded.
Take a minute to talk to other patrons ,
about their experience at the club, and
ask for their opinion on the club's
professional staff.
Most health clubs don't allow you to
transfer or cancel your membership
once you have committed yourself-to a
contract, so take your-time before
signing.

By

Pfc. David Ryan Graham, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ryan Graham, is now _
stationed in Schweinfurt, Germany,
Army Sgt. Homer Flenoy Barrow,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Finis C. Barrew.
received the Good Conduct Medal while
assigned to the 2nd Armored Division,
Fort Hood, Texas.
MST* Y44441g4T4114144,- Monti-Humphreys, Sammy Knight, Ronald
Ragsdale, Jay Rayburn, James
Culpepper, and Pam Garland, all
Murray, have been selected for litcluslon in the publication, "Who's- Who
Among Students in American colleges
and Universities," from Murray State
University.
Larry Contri of the Tennessee Valley
Authority ,spoke on "Youth Conservatice"
(at the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Lyllis Whiford, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Max Whitford of Murray, has been
named co-editor of the 1968 Shield at
Murray State University.

xpresses
Appreciation
Dear Editor:
First acknowledging I am not much
of a letter writer, I did want to express
my appreciation to the Calloway
County Fiscal Court, to the
magistrates, to Rob Walston and his
crew of-men and especially to our own
magistrate Gil Hopson for the effort
expended on our county roads.
I do not remember a time when
county roads were in better condition
than now even after two extremely
hard winters.
Too often we gripe when things don't
suit us and fail to say "thanks" when
they do --- so "here tiz" men, a sincere
thank you for your effort and for the
results you have attained.
Grayson McClure
Panorama Shores

Thanks Newspaper
For Special Edition
Dear Editor:
Thank you for planning and
promoting the special edition of the
Ledger for our Murray State University
Homecoming program. It was one of
the best and everyone appreciated the
many interesting stories and advertisements.
I am pleased that so many of our nee
faculty and staff members from other
universities have indicated that
Murray's program excels those
--$1011grams cif -other universities.
Our success is the result of the excellent cooperation of I'vLSU Student
Government, The Murray Ledger &
Times,the business community and the
-university's faculty and staff.
With continued emphasis, it will
Chntique to grow.
Sincerely,
Mtuicil J. Vinson;
' lairector Alumni Affairs
Murray State University

dipped some lower, but the glow and
beauty was still there.
That stretch between 15th and 13th
Streets on Olive should be named
"Golden Glade." It was beautiful, but I
don't envy our friends over there Hugh Oakley, E. H. Shackelford, Heron
West, E. B. Howton, J. D. Rayburn,
Hub Perry, Mildred Hatcher, Mrs.
Marvin Wrather and the others - the
leaf raking chores they have ahead of
them.
• +
A pleasant surprise was in the mail
yesterday-- a- post card from Mike
Brandon, the former-Ledger & Times
sports editor. ,
It came fAm Palm Springs, Calif.;
which Mike describes as "lovely."
Former President Gerald Ford and
former Vice-President Spiro Agnew, he
wrote,"live 5 or 10 miles away," but he
neglected to say from what.
I couldn't tell whether Mike was now
working and living out there, or just
passing through. He did say that there
are 31 golf courses in the area, and that
it was Only 10 feet above ,sea level at
Indio, where apparently he was at the
time, "but the mountains which
surround the city go up to 9,000 feet."
His parting shot was "take care and
enjoy the snow." The rascal!
+++
Almost in the same batch of mail was
a letter from friends Gene and Nancy
Hendon in' Germany, where Gene, a
lieutenant colonel, is stationed with the
Air Force. They have been aver there
for two months now and are still
awaiting their household things,

Capitol Ideas

although expecting them at any
moment.
My recent experience with my
"missing wife" struck a nerve with
Nancy. She had been through similar
emperiences several times trying to
keep up with Gene. "I have called local
hospitals, the state police and, once in
Mississippi, the Coast Guard," shr,.
wrote. "He had some boat trouble and
got in about dark. He was very put out
about my call to the Coast Guard, and
said for me to wait three days,then if he
wasn't home to call.
"I told him to think aftiiiirthe next
time he had boat trouble and had to
wait three days to be rescued."
Their daughter, Elizabeth, is adjusting well to living in Germany,
having made the girls' volleyball team
at her high school and she plays her
beloved tennis at an indoor German
club.
Nancy and Gene have been spending
much of their spare time seeing the
sights in Germany. They've been to
Bonn where they visited the German
Bundestag, which is comparable to our
House of Representatives, Beethoven's
home and the home of the later German
president, Konrad Adenhaur, traveling
meetly with school tours.
"These are a bargain," she writes,
"if you don't mind traveling with
students. They also are more
educational than the standard tours."
Its the autobons (the interstates)
that,scare her silly, she says, when
traveling. "It's like going through
Cincinnati on I-75'," she writes,-with no
speed limit!"
By DONALD M.ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer

The Fry Pamphlet
WASHINGTON ( AP) -- During this
year's political season - in which
people have raced around the country
saying bad things about one another it was soothing to read Smith D. Fry's
"Thrilling Story of the Wonderful
Capitol Building and Its Marvellous
•
Decorations."
Fry wrote the pamphlet in 1912, when
he was historian of the Capitol. In those
days, decades before Tongsun Park,
Fry would have been- shocked had a
pollster told him members of Congress
wer,e held in less than the highest
esteem by the American people.
"The members of the House of
Representatives," wrote Fry, "are
men known at their homes to be
honorable men. No man can get a
nomination in your home district unless
he is square and upright.
"No man can go to a state legislature
and ask to be elected to the United
States Senate if there is any stain upon
his record."
Fry had a similar view of the press,
though he acknowledged not everyone
agreed.
"They give accurate ,and reliable
accounts of what things are done by the
representatives of the states in which
their papers circulate," he wrote.
"Their reports are always_rellahle,
---aidiough'pairEoPitiiixi to the,contrary
has been in vogue."
There is no love lost between Sen.
Robert P. Griffin, R-Mich., and
Douglas A. Fraser, president of the
United Auto Workers union
The senator has been in a tough fight
for re-election and the UAW has backed
DeCutieiltike opponent. (;riffin relently encountered Fraser.
Aware of polls that showed hfhi behind,
Griffin told Fraser, "You' better

watch out, Doug, I'm gaining."
To which Fraser replied, *TIM just
happy to hear you're behind."
Among the holdings of the Kennedy
family is the Merchandise Mart in
Chicago.
When Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., was in Chicago recently to
campaign for Democratic candidates,
he stayed at a hotel at the Merchandise
Mart.
Four reporters were traveling with
Kennedy and as they entered the hotel,
the senator quipped,"Run up big bills,
-fellows."

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
—.4611tL9r..the.ideas presented by an.
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings o,ki the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that The issue merits
the attention of. the general public,
We WeJCac'W'aArttor-to the editor-or
an authored article On whatever that
topic might be..

Murray and Calloway County will get
their first local experience with the new
dial telephone system on Nov. 8 when
the Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company in Murray
changes to the dial system.
Prof. Robert Bear will conduct the
Quad-State Chorus in a concert on Nov.
10 at the Murray State College
auditorium.
The Murray City School System's
Book Bazaar,sponsored by the ParentTeacher Association, opened today and
will continue through Nov. 14, according to Mrs. Heron West, chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. Orie Kuykendall a •
Route 3, Puryear, Tenn.,-will-observe
—
their 50th wedding anniversary with an
open house on Nov. 9.
New officers of the United Church
Women of Murray and Calloway
County are Mrs. Walter B. McCord,
Mrs. M. C. Ellis, Mrs. Howard Nichols,
and Mrs. John_ B. Cavitt.
Round steak is advertised at 79 cents
per pound in the ad for Swann's Market
this week.
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Tommy Hale, freshman at Murray
Training School and member of the
school's chapter of the Future Farmers
of America, has been chosen to receive '
a registered Jersey heifer from the
Calloway County Junior Jersey Cattle
Club.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Karl
( Nell Billington) Shupe, 55, and Mrs.
Thompson Adams.
The Lynn Grove High School Trio
composed of Annie Jean Jones, Larue
Jones, and Annette Butterworth with
ieloyna
Arnett as accompanist
presented a program at the meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club. held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Coach Fred Faurot's Racehorses of
Muray State College sprinted to their
6th win of the season on Nov. 5 at
Cutchin Stadium, Murray, by downing
Morehead 33 to O.
.
Riley Fulton, Emma Adams, Hiram
Riley, Evelyn Doores, Douglas Tucker,
Samuel Workman, Clayton Riley, Anna
Byrd, Betty Bibb, Earl Adams, Gail
Smith, and Wilma Johnson are
members of the cast of the play,
"Listen To Lester," to be presented
Nov. 20 by the Junior Class of Kirksey
High School.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 7, the 311th
day of 197K There are -54 days left in the
year. This is Election Day.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1917, the Bolsheviks
overthrew the shortlived Kerensky
regime in Russia, and Nikola Lenin
.became
on thisthe
head of government.
In 1659, the Pyrenees were fixed as
the boundary between France and
Spain, ending a 24-year war.
In 1811, the Shawnee Indians were
defeated in the Battle of Tippecanoe in
Indiana.
In 1885, the Canadian Pacific
Railroad was completed.
In 1942, the Allied invasion of North
Africa began in World War II.
In 1944, President Franklin Roosevelt
was elected to an unprecedented fourth
term.
In 1956, the British and French
proclaimed a cease-fire in the Suez War
in Egypt.
Ten years ago: Antk.Soviet demonstrators in Communist Czechoslovakia
burned
flags on the Bolshevik
anniversary.
Five years ago: The United States
and Egypt announced they would
resume diplomatic relations and exchange ambassadors.
- -Otte year Kg'. ArclililsWitarion
Capucci was in Rome after being
_ released by Israel,- which had commuted his 12-year prison sentence for
smuggling arms for Palestinian,
guerrillas.
Today's birthdays: Evangelist Billy
Graham is 80 years old. Opera soprano
Joan Sutherlarkd is 52. Singer and
sosigwriter Joni Mitchell WA.- •,
• ThaaNKW today: It:s great to be
great, but irit-ireater to be htrnan Will Rogers, American humorist, 11791935.
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By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsfeatures
If you get butterflies in your
stomach when it's time to entertain, you're not unique.
"Partyphotaa"is the term used
by Edgar Watkins, a designer
of table-top accessories by vocation and a party host by avocation.
__usti-few--acknit it," -be
says, "I think everybody gets
nervous before giving a party.
Even those who do it well."
Ways to combat this anxiety
are covered at length in a book
Watkins is writing. From his
personal experience, he ad1010"
vises:
41-41
"Give it a whirl
like a
phobia of any sort, the-thing is to take a deep brea
and dive in."
Party-giving was not exactly
BATH
new to Watkins when he arrived in New York City 15
years ago. At home in Texas,
his parents 'entertained extenKITCHEN
BID RM
sively.
142u 131 4"
13:0". 13:4
Adapting to New York, Watkins hit upon two fundamentals.
"Specialize in things that no
one else is specializing in," he
said. "And, most importantly,
take a look at the area you will
.be entertaining in."
He discovered his New York
LIVING CM
BED RM
BED RM
friends "were cooking beaucl
16
11-.13-11"
10
0
.
10
0
11 0.11 4
tiful, elaborate meals."
"I wasn't going to enter that
sweepstakes,- he decided. Instead, he would make his debut
by serving regional food.
"I called my grandmother
and got her recipe for chili," he
recalls. "I called my aunt to
FLOOR PLAN
find out how she did. fried
chicken. The beauty was if it
HA /0d4 C
up
t.1
didn't work out exactly right,
nobody would know, since they
WITH AN END WALL OF GLASS giving full view of the surrounding area, this vacaweren't familiar with that style
tion or second home is built on concrete piers and wooclbeams. It has three bedrooms and
Find out for certain if your chimney is
of cooking.
two baths well separated from the living-kitchen rooms, and a stone fireplace in the living
safe or if it is coated with G‘angerously
"It was an easy way to get
room. The I,134-square-foot house has a laundry-utility room with access to the outsidp
and can be used as.a dressing room for getting in and out of bathing suits. For more inforcredit for doing things well,"
flammable creosote. Fires in chimneys
he adds. -If people tell you ofmation on Plan H A 1064C write -enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope-to
and stove pipes caused 3 million dollars
ten enough that you're terrific,
Homes For Living. Inc..107-40 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y.. 11375.
you start being terrific.'
worth ot damage last year. Next year
-People who are superb
we will charge for inspections, so take
cooks might scream and faint
when I say that food is considadvantage of this offer today.
erably less important to a party than the ambiance and the
chemistry between the people,"
Watkins says.,
-Simple but delicious dishes,
$30,000
neighborhood."
many
don't
pay
for
themI find, are the most . satisfacMany homeowners make
If
your
home
is
in
a
neightory."
home improvements to add to selves once you decide to sell.
He discussed his theory while
"Don't always expect the borhood where the value of
Murray, Ky.
759-4878
the value of their house. But
houses is going up tremen- serving a guest a lundli of pasvalue
of
your
home
to
go
up
by
improvements
home
not all
OFFER GOOD IN CALLOWAY COUNTY ONLY!
dously, it will probably pay to ta graced with a Sauce of olive
increase a home's value and -.the exact,dollar amount-you
oil flavored with basil and
improve
it. Other homes are
spend
on
home
imground nuts - a sauce he
provements," warns Glenda probably being improved, too, makes in quantity and keeps in
Herman, Extension specialist so your home won't be out of his freezer for such occasions.
Dessert was a watermelon
in housing. "Even the im- place.
sherbet made with sugar and
It may pay to improve your water in a blender.
provements that cost the most
usually return only 50 to 75 house' if you live in an old
"Something fresh, anything,
neighborhood ' where is better than going to a gropercent of your costs."
This is partly because it remodeling and rehabilitation cery and buying a pint of ice
cream," he ,said.
costs more V) remodel an of older homes is occurring..
Getting the right number of
Add central air con- people in the right space is basexisting home than to put the
same improvements into a ditioning, a new or remodeled ic. Watkins lives in a brownskitchen, a bath, a bedroom or tone With a small garden in
new house as it is built.
Home improvements on a family room for a relatively front and a patio in the rear.
"In the.winter, I shouldn't en'existing - homes can be a high return on the investment.
tertain more than six," he
Adding a new two-car saYs.'"But in the summer, usworthwhile investment,
TAKE YOUR PICK OF ONE OF
however, especially if they garage also will add value to ing the patio, I can entertain,
THESE FINE CHANDELIERS
make the house more com- your house and may be a good 50. If guests can move freely
FROM THOMAS INDUSTRY
about, you don't have problems
fortable and convenient for home improvement. Con- like
a man becoming stuck with
you' to live in. Cut costs by verting a garage into a room, his former wife's boyfriend."
doing some of the work however, is not likely to pay
Another Watkins axiom is
off because most home buyers that for a cocktail party one
yourself.
Don't over-improve your prefer a house with a garage should have twice as many
people as chairs and at a dinhome as compared to the and the new room is usually ner party, just the reverse so
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Improvements Don't Always Pay

Welcome To Pickens'
Great Lighting Sale

EITHER
ONLY

95

29

WHILE THEY LAST

Pickens' Supply
153-6822

Lighting, Plumbing &
Eleddial -Supply

people can be comfortable.
Acknowledging that the cocktad party has slipped into sane
disrepute, he observes:
"Some say it's a lot of people
who have nothing to say but
bright and silly things.
"But, after all, there are
some peOple I don't have any
tortittt and
_more to say to
silly things."
' Back-to-back parties also are
favored by Watkins. He
recently hosted three parties on
consecutive nights.
"One was for business reasons," he recalls. "Another was
a small party for.rny dearest
and oldest- friends; and then
there was a large party for 14.-ts
of people.
"That way I used the same
wers and eyen the same type
foov3.iat way-you have the
maxixnthn&use of your time and
energy, an -you don't have to
start out from tero. It takes a
minimum of clean.,l before
each party."
A big part of partyphobta
tl
inlie
believes, is panic over mal;

..901 Arca&

ibeighborhoodyou---liva- -in,
Check the value of other
homes.
"Never put $50,000 initial
cost plus the cost of improvements into a home which
is surrounded by $30,000
houses," warns Herman. "If a
potential buyer wants a
$50,000 home, he'll shop in a
neighborhood with those
prices, rather than buying in a

- _located inconveniently. Keep your home up-to-date
and in good, salable condition
with practical improvements,
such as a new roof, new furnace, new wiring, insulation
and storm windows or doors.
They will not add tremendously, to the value of your
house but will pay for themselves with the energy you
conserve.
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Smoke Free Guarantee
25 Year Warranty di Protection Plan
One Day Installation
No Foundation Required
Over 150 Models Available
Bald lato or at free awy seme or wall. Soo waking awals aa alp*
Oa gam scram, hearth swetwoories & wad saves ad manta Oh
hats.

John Smith

MORE COLORS
MORE PATTERNS

A REALISTIC APPROACH
During inflation (and we're in it), there's an excellent case for investing in real estate. Most of the
investment is paid for with borrowed money.
Someone else's fixed-dollar savings provides your
mortgage money. Even though home prices have
risen several notches each year a mortgage loan is
,the only way the average consumer can borrow
long-term money.
This, then, is your big chance to turn inflation to
ice
---your actvantatriorfgageVyes youlutt=p—
back
them
then
pay
today.
You
with
dollars to work
with cheaper dollars you will be earning for the
next 20 to,30 years. On top of that, with an average
6% inflation rate, home values double every 12
years.
This isn't a cynical approach. It's realistic. In fact,
it's one of the main reasons why many wealthy individuals coatinue to make big real estate investments. Knd you can do the same with a home
that you own and need anyway.

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 ILPhone 753-7411 Anytime
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If you are building or remodeling it will pay
you to see usi—
All Sales Cash

*Best Quality

*Largest Selection

(Over 125 In
Stock at All
Times)
Ready For
Immediate
DeliveryT

3n(y

• Fairfield .a popular random
brick design for a touch of class
• A no-wax $hyly! yinyl" floof
• Cushioned for comfort, warmth
& quiet
• Available in 12 widths for easy
seamless installation

Bath Fixture
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Paneling
--::Builders Hardware
Storm Windows 8 Doors
Cabinets
-;:Moulding-Wood8 Metal
Formica
*Mirrors
'tr Wood Windows 8'Doors

Ron Talent

From Gallery Of Home's Agent,Ron Talent

F1/6 N I TfiPlc
WY 441 S.

753-4150

We Build Brick or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featuring:

an Pacific
ion of North
r IL
in Roosevelt
ented fourth

intstaks.

"If you have 12 people over
and it's a disaster," he says.
"10 won't care and you can do
without the two who do. It's
only one evening The more
cautious -- leas adventurous you are, the less distinctive will
be anything you produce."
Watkins apparently carries
thts-spirtt into his aroTeisionT
Among organizations commissiontng him to design table-top
accessories was a historical
group from Charleston, S.C..
wanting placernats, trivets and
napkin rings.
"I thought they were adventurous tu come to me," he
says.
"The South has a traditional
approach but in the 18th century there were no placemats or
napkins.
"Perhaps they expected a
thane of Colonial ladies twirling umbrellas, but I worked out
a magnolia theme on clear Lak
cite - a good design for right
now, yet still compatible with
the 18th century."

Jit

Free Chimney Inspections

tory
Press
. 7, the 311th
ys left in the

Partyphobia' Is Common Malady

1313 Popkii
Phonel50215?"

ENTER

, Benton

—77
'
-"M‘
2118 E. Main
ammir

tirray Suppl

Phone 753-3361
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No Way To Treat A Governor
Bud Foster grabs the helmet of Austin Peay quarterback Steve
Brewer as Glen Jones watches. Foster had two tackles, and
Jones added six, but Murray State fell 23-17. The Racerstravel

to Charleston, Ill., Saturday for a 1:30 p.m game with Eastern
Illinois.
•of photo by Tony Wilson

Middle's Hurt Resigns After Failure To 'Revive' Program

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
The Murray High football
season ended just four days
ago, but coach John Hine is
already-speaking Ciftied year.
The Tigers, though only 4-5,
ended their schedule on an
optimistic note by winning
three of their final four games
after dropping four of five to
open the season.
"Ever,.team we lost to,
with the exception of Tilghman, had a winning record,"
said Hina. "We're proud of
that fact." Even including
Tilighinan's 4-6 won-lost mark,
the combined record of teams
Murray lost to added to 37-11,
a winning percentage of .778.
After its 16-0 season-opening
victory over -Reidland,
Murray lost to Lake County,
Tenn., 14-6. That was one of
eight Lake County victories,
with its only loss coming to
Union City (8-7). The Wildcats
are headed for the Tennessee
Class-A region playoffs
Friday.
Next came a 35-15 loss to
Mayfield, a team that has yet
to lose this year and owns a 22game regular season win
streak. The Cardinals are
ranked No. 1 in Class AA by
the Associated Press and are
Na. 1, class AA or otherwise,
in another.
The Tigers followed with
successive losses to Heath (206) and Caldwell County (18-6),
teams that Mayfield barely
edged past. The Cardinals
nudged the Pirates 7-2 and
nipped the Wildcats 14-12 en
route to the District I title.
FT0111 there on the season
brightened. Tailback Thomas
Kendall scored with only
minutes left to lift Murray
past Trigg County 7-0, and the
Tigers surprised Hopkinsville
144.

Tilghman defeated Murray Kevin Vaughn and Bo Reed
29-14 to spoil the Tiger with five each. Vaughn's five
homecoming, but Todd catches averaged 31.6 yards
County's hopes for a win - it each.
Reed gaind 706 yards on 149
finished 0-11 - were dashed
1Wstl
attempts,•ftinwea-13
alfilLStllflg
by touchdowns and a 35-14 Tiger ,Kendall with 302 on 72 tries.
Mike Hibbard netted 77 on 31- triumph.
attempts.
Murray High quarterbacks
Reed, Kendall and Hibbard
threw 95 passes during the all are seniors, as is wide out
season - 90 by starter Rich Terry Smith, guard Craig
Rollins-for 527 yards, nearly Johnson, tackle Mike Kurz,
40 more attempts than Tiger tackle David Stephenson, end
opponents. .
Dave Latto, Kenny Davis and
-We were in a behind Alan Warner.
"Our biggest concern for
situation a great deal,
.specially early in the year," next season lies in two
said Hina. "That dictated the areas:," said Hina. "our
number of passes. Certainly defensive secondary and our
it's more than we wanted to running backs. We feel sure
throw, but we always had that we have some kids that
will come through for us, but
confidence in our passers."
Kendall and Robin Roberts -we don't know how soon. Other
led Murray receivers with than those two areas, we
eight catches each, followd by should be in fine shape."

Swede Per Kjertquist
Stuns Harold Solomon
By the Associated Press
STOCKHOLM
Sweden's Per Hjertquist,
the U.S. Open junior tennis
champion, rallied to defeat
sixth-seeded Harold
Solomon 3-6, 6-1, 6-3 in the
first round of the $175,000
Stockholm Open.
In, other tournament
upsets, Victor Amaya
eliminated second-seeded
Eddie Dibbs 6-3, 3-6, 6-3 in
an all-American match,
Corrado
fifth-seeded
13arazzutti, Italy's No. 1
player, lost 6-2, 7-6 to

Swede Ove Bengtson, and
No.14 John Lloyd of Great
Britain bowed 6-2, 6-4 to
West German Karl Meiler.
In other matches involving seeded players,
Brian Gottfried, seeded
fourth, clipped Czech Jiri
Hrebec 7-6, 6-2; seventhseeded Roscoe Tanner
downed Czech Stanislav
Birner 6-3, 6-2; No. 13 Tim
Gullikson beat Australian
Cliff Letcher 7-6, 6-3 and
No. 15 Stan Smith defeated
fellow American Ferdie
Taygan 6-4,6-3.

eflLas3
clo-2
football program. I have
"I sincerely regret that I always hold a special place A&M before returning to
never known a more sincere,
Tennessee.
Middle
with
my
family."
was unable- to return the
In a statement, Murph., honest and finer person. Ben is
Hurt, whose overall regard
football progrartr to the level
said,
-1 am certainly sorry to a man of excellent charsettir
at
Middle
Tennessee is 12-29-1,
of achievement this great
and good habits."
university has enjoyed in the will close out his fourth season have Ben Hurt leave our
with
a
home
game
against
past. By submitting my
resignation at this time the Evt Tennessee and a road
university will have sufficient contest at Tennessee Tech.
Registered Polled Herefords .
This 'season, the Blue
time to secure a replacement
November 8, 1978
12:30P.M.
and meet those respon- Raiders are ,1-7-1 overall and
1-4
in
the
OVC.,
sibilities necessary to prepare
The Get and Service Of The
Hurt of Pulaski; Tenn,
for recruiting this year's
FollowingGreat Sires
coached at Orange `-and
seniors.
Will Be Featured:
"I have been most fortunate Nederland, Texas, hilt-h.,
to have a very confident and schools before joining the staff
loyal staff and I want them to of 'Bill Yeoman at the .
EBG Victor 283 111H
have as much time as possible University, of Houston for
CMR
Perfect Victor 31
to consider other job op- seven years. He then worked
CMRPerfect Victor 82
portunities. It is most difficult as offensive coordinator for
to leave theae, players who three fall campaigns at Texas
IRWJ Victor J3-373
have given so much of
CMR Superoltrend 18
themselves. They are a credit
CMR Masterpiece 102 e
to this university and have
CMR Superol 275
handled these difficult times
EBG Victor 4017 113H
with much courage and
dedication. They along with
EBG Victor 37312814
the university and the fine
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)cithietia of Murfreesboro-win----T-43:47—Stmpson, 'Mice the
Selling 65 Lots
National Football League's
)11
9 Bulls
premiere running back but
-56
Females
crippled by injuries the last
(30
cows
with calves)
two seasons, may be lost to the
San Francisco 49ers for the
semmariall/SIV0
'
80
rest of the year with a
Free lunch served at 11: A.M.
Members of the East Calloway fifth grade intramural football league are, fr<trit row from left:
separated shoulder.
Doug Smothermon, Tony Johnson, Mark Garrison, Michael Bryon, Tracy Weettw and Richie
The former Buffalo Bill
"Meet the Lakers" night by the varsity and junior
W. Keith Duncan, Owner
Paul Manker, Mgr.
varsity boys' basketball
Robertson.
star, who is paid nearly $50,000
will be held at the Calloway
Ifneibert
Stillman,
Owner
.•
the
varsity
girls'
teams,
School
High
County
for each of the 16 regular
Darnell, Winton Dodd, Mickey Garrisort,Mon•
Second row are Cody Powers, Joey Hicks, Stacy
- Route 9,Marion,Yintucky
gymnasium Thursday team and a performance
season games, suffered the
ty Morton and Shan Childress.
Phone.. 502-965-2414
by the Lakerettes.
injury to his right shoulder
beginning at6:30p.in.
Bock row are Richard Williams, Timmy Toisak, Tim Weatherford,,Joy Williams, David Prescott;\,
Doors will open at 5:45
Sunday in the 49ers' 21-10 loss
The event, sponsored by
Allan Jones and Shown Gardner.
to the Atlanta Falcons.
the Calloway County p.m., and admission is $1
stliffill0111ffiffttifilffiififfiffitMIMMIMIMMOMMJIIIIIIIMItItifintrtintittmttiMIIIIIIIIIIIII 11111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111:
Education Association, will for studons and $1.50 for
I
-adults.
feature intra-squad games
a.-F.
i.
..
Bowling Green, 8-2, was upset routed Ballard Memorial 41-0
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON,Ky. -- A rash 17-14 by Warren Central and and moved up to second.
of weekend upsets shuffled the slipped to fourth. Fifth-ranked Somerset, 7-3, downed Russell
season's final Associated Boone County, 10-1. collected County 28-7 and advanced to I
The Hartland Building
Wan 5. Lost 1
Holloway,
2;
Rick
Press high school football the remaining vote after third. Glasgow, 9-2, got past
304 N. 4th Street
Scoring average, 20.6;
Wagoner,2.
ratings, but Christian County pounding Simon Kenton 22-0. &Witt Central 13-10 and held
Opponents, 5.0
ranking.
Tackles
Mike
5
No.
from
jumping
its
Previously third-ranked
753-8170
profited most,
Holloway, LB, 35; Rick
Greenup County, 8-2-1, was
NO. 4 to No. l in State AAAA,..
Total offense - Jeff
Wagoner, NG, 30; Dale
Christian County., 9-1, throttled 41-0 by Huntington,
Garrison, 766; Dale Tor=
5.
Torsak, CB, 24; Jeff
I
thumped Hopkinsville 19-7 and W.Va., East and fell out of the
sak, 443; Ronnie Bryan,21;
Garrison, CB, 20; Ronnie
regained the No. 1 ranking it ratings.
E
Timmy Thornton, 7; Jon
Bryan, DE, 14; David
I
Bishop David, 9-2, shocked
lost six weeks ago with 11
Seeling,6; Brad Skinner,3;
Dugger, S, 14.. Ricky
firstplace votes in balloting by St. Xavier 14-13 and was the
E
Jay Herndon,2.
McKinney,DT,13; Michael
a panel of sportswriters and runner-up in Jefferson County
i
i
Life
Ins.
Garrison, S, 12; Mark
with three votes. St. Xavier,9broadcasters.
Auto Ins.
Williams, DT, 8; Greg
Louisville Trinity, .9-2, 2, received the remaining
a Home owners
E.
Lovett, DE, 7; Timmy
Health Ins. is
barely managed to stay atop vote, but slipped to third.
Commercial Trucking Ins.
'Thornton, LB,6.
F.
the Jefferson County AAAA Ballard, 9-2, knocked off
Commercial
a
ratings' with six votes after Westport 14-7 and remained
i Cancer
fourtb. Fern Creek, 9-2,
being upset 7-3 by DeSales.
Business Ins.— •i
s
I
Breathitt
dispatched Manual 8-0 to :day
Undefeated
i
Plan
Pension
Hard
To
Place/Risk-Auto
or
Fire
E
County did not play, but was a at No. 5.
Fi.
E
Copies from out new,
Russell, 8-3, roiled past
unanimous No. 1 selection in
E
Copier
are
5
4
low-cost
695
Dry
E.
Portsmouth, Ohio, 28-6 and
(lass AAA.
something else They're
5
Two other unbeaten teams followed Breathitt County, 11rich, black Solids are
1
also were unanimous No. 1 0, in Class AAA. Ft. Thomas
completely filled Some say
selections - defending Highlands,8-2, remained third
ihe,y loots:it they,mbsen
1-rhiarn
-victory- -aver
printed See for yourself no
AA and Paintsville, 9-0, in Campbell County. Meade
s.
obligation Calf us
County,
9-2,
Class A. routed
5
-,
For BasernentsoStorm Cellars
-=
Lexington Lafayette, which Brecklnridge County 44-0 and
New C,onstructionoConcrete Blocks
I
Trinity% its only other loss was fourth. Newport Catholic,
dealt
Clip And Mail To:
Approved end Recommended by Arebifeats
season, turned the trick 8-3, raced past Clark County
the
of
i
end the best Rome ladders!
=
again Friday with a 14-13 36-42 and held at No.5.
'
('an Be Applied On "Inside" Existing ProblemsMayfield widened the gap in
4
7
decision over previously topCome by and see a demonstration
E
ranked Lexington Henry Clay Class AA by thrashing
.
304 N. 4th Street
- ...
of this roduct at:
and was second with six votes Paducah Tilghman 35-6.
t
-• ------QOM,9-1,assiesapt49-1&-hy
,
i
received Middlesboro.. and_ fell Isom
Henry Cify,
two votes and fel to third. second to fourth. Heath 9-1,

By the Associated Press
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
- Ben Hurt, who returned to
Middle Tennessee State in an
attempt to revive _ his alma
mater's football program, has
resigned as coach, effective at
the end of the season.
In January 1975, the 45-yearold Hurt returned to the Ohio
Valley Conference school
from his position as Texas
A&M offensive coordinator.
Hurt was captain of the Blue
Raiders in 1956 under Coach
Charles ••Bubber- Murphy,
now MTSU athletic director.
Hurt, who met Monday
afternoon with his players,
said, in a statement:
"The ambition of ' most
coaches is to have the opportunity to return to their
alma mater. Coach Murphy
and the university . made this
thing possible for me and I will
always be grateful for their

San Fran's O.J.
Could Be Lost

op

-East Calloway Final
Football Statistics
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Dogged Jones Leads Colts
Past Sagging Washington

and Bo Reed
. Vaughn's five
ged 31.6 yards
706 yards on 149
pts, followed by -302 on 72 tries.
netted 77 on 38
and Hibbard
as is wide out
, guard Craig
. • Mike Kurz,
.tephenson, end
enny Davis and
-t concern for
lies in two
• Hina. "our
•ndary and our
:. We feel sure
some kids that
• ugh for us, but
how soon. Other
wo areas, we
• shape." --

By the Associated Press
BALTIMORE - It would be
easy to compare Bert Jones
with a military commander
-whetleadshis-forresto vletory
despite serious battle wounds.
Just don't let the injury-plagued quarterback of the
Baltimore Colts hear you
making that comparison.
"I don't want to be a martyr; I want to play football and
contribute to the team," said
Jones after coming back from
yet another shoulder injury to
rally the Colts to a 21-17 victory over the Washington
Redskins Monday night.
Jones, who missed the first

six games of the National
Football League season with a
shoulder separation and then
played only a few minutes
before being hurt again three
weeks ago, was injured on the
same right shoulder during a
scramble in the third quarter.
pain creased his face and hea
Labored to throw on the
sidelines. But when the Colts
-regained possession after a 1yard run by John Riggins had
put the Redskins ahead 17-1+,
Jones was back in the game.
"I asked the doctor if Bert
could play, and he said yes,"
recalled Coach Ted Marcnibroda. "I asked Bert if he

: gtson, and
oyd of Great
• 6-2, 6-4 to
Karl Meiler.
matches int a players,
ed, seeded
-• Czech Jiri
; 2; seventhcoe Tanner
Stanislav
; No. 13 Tim
t Australian
7-6, 6-3 and
defeated
can Ferdie

•
could go back. He said it hurt a
little bit. I told him that if it
got to the point where it hurt
too bad,to take himself out
-But that's leadership. The
team knows he's out there to
win."
With Jones at the helm and
his teammates seeming to
play with renewed vigor, the
Colts marched into Redskin
territory three times in thefinal quarter.
Twice, field goal attempts
by Toni Linhart failed. On the
third drive, Jones fired a
strike to wide receiver Roger
Carr for a 27-yard touchdown
that gave Baltimore its fourth
victory of the season in the
nationally televised game.
"Bert's coming back meant
a lot to the whole team," said
Carr, who had teamed with
Jones,on a 78-yard TD pass in
the second quarter. "He
makes us go. It's a dreadful
thing when he gets hurt. He
moves this team."
Jones, who has gained the
nickname of "The Franchise," said he was merely
doing his job, his latest injury
notwithstanding.
"We have a good football
team and I think I complement the team," he said,
"and as long as I can contribute, I'll play."
The shoulder still hurt,
Jones said, but not enough to
keep him from shaving with
his right hand after the game
or keep him out of the Colts'

next contest, against Seattle.
"It'll be OK by March," he
joked.
_Besides his twa_bombli.IQ
Carr, Jones passed 19 yards to
rookie tight end Reese McCall
for a touchdown in the second
period.
In addition to Riggins' TD,
which was set up by a pass
interference call in the
Baltimore
end • zone,
Washington, now 7-3 and a
game ahead of Dallas in the
NYC East, scored on a 44-yard
field goal by Mark Moseley
and a 31-yard pass from Billy
Kilmer to Ricky Thompson.
Although Kilmer started at
quarterback for the second
consecutive week, Washington
Coach Jack Pardee went to
Joe Theismann in the third
period when the Colts shut
down the Redskins' offense.
-We thought Joe could take
advantage of some things in
their defense that Billy
possibly couldn't," Pardee
said. "They were giving Billy
a strong inside rush, and we
thought Joe's mobility would
be able to stop that."
Aside from his work on the
Redskins' final scoring drive,
Theismann, the starting
through
quarterback
Washington's first eight
games, was also ineffective.
He finished with 92 yards on
six completions in 12 attempts, compared with
Kilmer's two completions in 11
tries for 38 yards.

MURRAY NIGH
Final 1978 Football Statistics
Won 4, Lost 5
Murray
77
First Downs
349-1098
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
515
1613
Total offense
37-95-10
Passes
44-30.5
Punts-average
7-45
Punt return-yards
21-339
Kick return-yards
46-500
Penalties-yards
21-11
Fumbles-lost

ROSES
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday
Central Shopping Center,
Prices
Good
Wed. thru Sat.

R

tISF

OSES
LAY-A -WAY

master ctlarge

Has Electrical Movement...

Reg. $49.88

Save $10.00
Handsomely designed Grandfather Clock stands
9/
1
2x1242x64" H. A great value, featuring a
modern electric clock movement and swinging
pendulum. Chime sounds every hour and half
hour. Assembly required.

Ladies Comfort-Top

Opponents
85
33-1673
423
2096
23-58-9
29-26.5 ,
6-117
20-284
55-506
31-18

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Lovely Christmas
Cards you'll enjoy
to send or receive.
Many colorful cards plus envelopes.

Knee-Hrs
3/$100
Ladies Knee-Ni's In
Beige Or Suntan Shades.
One Size

Murray Individual

Roble Roberts hauls in one of eight passes he caught to loW/
1
4
his Murray High team in receptions for the season. Roberts
grabbed a 22-yarder for a touchdown last Friday to help the
Tigers Whip Todd Central 35-14 and end their season at 4-5.

Bo Reed
Thomas Kendall
Mike Hibbard
Nick Swift
Tim Foster
Albert Ball
Eddie Requarth
Brad Wells
Greg Morton
Biett-Bantris

Rushing
Aft
149
72
36
19
8
7
2
1
1
54_

'•:::61///q1 :

-51

Passing
Comp
Att Int-Yds
35
90
-9 488
3
1
0
33
1
2
1
6

Rich Rollins
Bo Reed
Greg Morton

Pot YPC TPG
.390 13.9 54.2
.333 33.0 11.0
.500 6.0 6.0

No.
8
5
8
5
3

Thomas Kendall
Kevin Vaughn
Robin Roberts
Bo Reed
Terry Smith
Dave Latto

YPG
78.4
37.8
8.6
4.2
6.3
1.5
1.0
-4.0
-3.0
_5.7

YPC
4.7
4.2
2.1
2.0
3.1
1.1
1.0
-4.0
-3.0
I-1.0

Yds
706
302
77
38
25
6
2
-4

Yds
62
158
132
37
49

Chair Pads
I SAVE 55C

•.

Protect your ottali-e- a soft, colorful chair
pad. Choose gold, red
Of green.

LP- 8-TRACK
CASSETTE TAPE

•.

,

16-OUNCE
EXTRA-STRENGTH

YPC
7.8
31.6
18.5
701
16.3

Brad Wells
Kenny Davis
a
No. Yds
Nick-Swift
Thomas Kendall

Avg.
30.1
32.4

37 1114
7 227

s.
Punt Returns
No.
5
1
1

Thomas Kendall
Tim Foster
Eddie Requarth

Yds
44
1
0

Ruggedly Built
G.E. 12" black and white T.V. is
lightweight and can easily be
moved to any room in your house.
Easy on/off switch.

Kickoff Returns

Ins.
h Ins.
erciol
$ Ins,

r Fire

3piecesoffish filet
crispfrench fries
2Southern-Style
hushpuppies.
Plus Regular Drink
- Reg
$2.28

only

Yds
225
50
39
11
13
1

Thomas Kendall
Nick Swift
Tim Foster
Brad Wells
Eddie Requarth
Bo Reed

Avg
20.5
10.0
19.5
11.0 .
13.0
1.0

BIG_ WHEEL
1)88
1 I REG.

Freshen Up

Give your little tot a
toy that's built for fun
and lots of rough play

Scoring

EP-EPA
Rich Rollins
Bo Reed
Craig Johnson
Kevin Vaughn
Robin Roberts
Thomas Kendall
Nick Swift
Terry Smith

3-7
4-4
1-1

Kenny Davis
Safeties
Conversions

TP
24
18
12
12
12
12
9
6
4
1
4
4

..44.$10.NVEM.M6.

18" Convertible

Season Results

C*1•11,,,

OFFER GOOD NOW THEW NOV.19th

Murray 16, Reidland 0
Murray 6, Lake County 14
Murray 15, Mayfield 35
Murray 6, Heath 20
._MktrtitY_6._Cakfwell.111- -6, trigg County 0
Murrify14.Hopkinsv
7'
Murray 14, Tilghman 29
35, Todd County 14

Quickly and easily converts from a boys to a girls hike.
Sturdy 16" bike*comes in red with chrome fenders.
rtform#401401/Mellvagent""
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On Inquiry-Teaching At MSU

DP IS SE DAY

7).

Your Individual
Horoscope

Dr. Ochs To Present Program

2 NOTICE

Frances Drake

adtOdef

WANIADS

Wont To
Rent
, Good _Lz_ncl. one
acre to -one
eriousand. Will
give -one -third -of
the crop. Call 436see
or
5812
McKYNAIS
CLURE.

.•
-

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
day
the
publication.

ffP%

FOR WAT K INS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th.. phone 753-3128.
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
hell) YOU. Call Bible Facts,
759-4600.
FROM
AWAY
HOME
HOME. For elderly person In
State Approved Licensed
Family Care Home. Call 753
6392.

Check
Your
Ad

McCann Assigned

As Officer With

'CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO

;•:' •

An Korean
Garrison

•

3•0*

'Weddings
*Portraits

0011:.

45
600

753-8298

1

,
a .
0

WE NOW HAVE THE-Love
Studio negatives. It you tied
pictures made at • Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints
Carter Photographic Studio,
753 8298. We copy and restore
old photographs.

-..,'"
Adv•rtis•rs
or•
requested to check the
ods for
first insertion
corr•ction
This
will
big
newspaper
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion ANY
SHOULD
SE
ERROR
IMREPORTED
MEDIATELY SO, PLEASE
YOUR
AD
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR
1-

of

MI 11111111111M57
IR II IIRRR

THIS BALL ISN'T MADE
OUT OF P16504...
• IT'S PLASTIC..

News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, 'Circu la'ion and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 75 -1917.

a9€

XC

KICK ME THE 773(I HATE TO
D1511.1.0510N YOU,
P165KIN,51R!
MARCIE...

. NOTICE

Phone -limbers
For The
Ledger & Times- --Departments
Ire its fob

mit WEDNESDAY,. NOVEMBER 8, 1976
Dr. Daniel Ochs, a professor Thompson. He was formerly
in the School of Education at on . the faculty at the
What kind of day will CAPRICORN
the University of Louisville, University of Miami of Ohio tomorrow be? To find out what (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Procrastination is the chief
will present a program on where he received the Out- the stars say, read the
inquiry-teaching at Murray standing Faculty Award.
forecast given for your birth thief of Your time, so don't
delay longer. Get that long
-State University on Thursday', He has been active in Sign.
postponed project in the
Nov. 9.
several science and science
ARIES
works.
'• e
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in Room
professional (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA AQUARIUS
• 309 of Mason Hall, the education
_You'reolvasociairnerry.go..-tjam-ly to-fien.19)
prooi-am _sponsored _by_ the.._ org_anizations. Including
round at the moment but
A new acquaintance Will
Association
for
!Kentucky
.; Integrated Science-Mathe•re
there's no bruit lint in sight- brighten your day. This
Science (KAPS
• matics-Education Project '''''-rtlgreas
Academy of You may decide it's time to friendship could develop into
intended the Kentucky
;(1SMEP)
is
get off.
something important and long
ScienceNational
,
primarily for interested
TAURUS
lasting.
Association
.
Teachers
Science
elementary school teachers in
PISCES
Ochs is presently a member ' (Apr. 21 to May 21)
.the region.
OR a (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
will
PaAs
friend
OCWie
dinictore2__:__
_A
of
octia; a manner of the__ of the 8.A.PS.hcara
pleasant piece of neOrs that
Tighten your purse strings
faculty in the Department of, and a former member of the
very possibly can change the or you could be tempted to
:Secondary Education at U of advisory board for the
course of your life for the make an extravagant pur1, earned the Ph. D. degree at elementary science teachers' better.
chase. Don't deplete your nest
GEMINI
egg without careful conthe University of Virginia, journal entitled Science and
May 22 to June 211
sideration.
working under Dr. Er
-tie Children.
Someone you love is moving
a
great distance away- This
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Crossword Putzier
worries you, but it needn't. whirlwind who can move
Despite the miles, your.-mountains. °lice you put your,
Answer to fvfonday's PuZZJe
-2-Summer. Ft
_ACROSS
relationship will remain close, mind to it, no project ill tea_
- I Warmth •
3 Girl's name
CANCER
aook
difficult or complicated. You
43---Tot
S T E:
4-ircning frog
1114-.6 IfTD
(June 22 to July 23) quIPT...4P delight in problem-solving,
lever
•Lamb
CARROT
5 Foot
DE1111-T'
Apologies are difficult but, - and in
success out of
12 Slaw vol- 6 Spanish arti- AM ieF T
S.I YE' unless you wish to lose the chaos bringing
and confusion. You
cano
cle
tt
E
S
T
S
R.E"
frA T
esteem of a superior, You must work well alone and with
13 Lamb's pen
7 Goal
EIREIRA INS EM make an effort to own up to an others
for you are a dynamic
name
8 Den
SNARE REAPERS error.
14 Silkworm
9 Mans name
natural leader. Ambition
and
c
i
i,i.fi
RETORTSES 13 LI Al.
16 Repaired
LEO
Jol( y 24 to Aug. 23)ve
10 Great Lake
_nitve.
„(
' 0
-0 lushes you ahead. There is a
CR
17 Note of
11 Encircle
sentimental side to your
AS
'
NE
Its0
I,A_T
A
R
scale
16 Wears away
You are ix une _ot your -nature that makes you an-NIP
18- Gawain
ITS
ERASE
20 Interpose
moods, and it is upsetting the
lovable person.
19 Baby car2? Part of
S E immediate household. Snap extremely
coi o w
a1
versatility
Your
that
riage
' to be
SERENE DRIVES out of it, and get back to your any number of suggests
careers are
21 Evaluated
23 Graceful
ffit A YE D E S S'E pal normally sunny outlook
open to you including law,
23 Instructed
bird
ta"
VIRGO
27 Pronoun
medicine, the arts, business
24 Quote
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
28 Handle
25. Pronoun
and finance.
40 Harness part 54 Policeman.
29 Pair
26 Owing
As usual, you have taken a
Slang
43 Compass pt
31 Hurried
30 Class of
firm stand. You have to learn
45 Hypothetical 56 Command to
34 Near
birds
that there are times when
horse
35 Weirdest
torce
32 Pilaster
compromise
is necessary. You
Superlative
47 Gray
57
38 Negative
33 Inquisitive
absolute
victor all the
can't
be
ending
48 Shellfish
39 Bird's beak
36 Things. in
time.
58-- Mines
49 Pit
41 Ocean
law •
LIBRA
61 Preposition
50 Beige
42 Coins
37 Shipworms
44 Artificial lan(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
guage
Acting highhanded will not
46 Right of
help solve a problem involving
steps
U.S. FORCES,Korea- 2nd
family. 'Why not show the
48 Chastise
sweet side of your disposition Lt.Douglas B. McCann, whose
Slave
wife, Marilyn, and parents,
and court peace.
S2 Land meas.Mr. 'and Mrs. Robert P
. ure
SCORPIO
'
"
McCann, live on Route 1
53 Centi(Oct. 24 to Nov. Mut/ear Kirksey, recently
was
'
-',' meters
You're very attractive to the assigner! as an executive
-• • Abbr.
opposite sex today. Before officer with the U. S. Army
Temporized
night falls, your morale will Garrison-CH in Korea.
59 Everyone
•
63 Repetition
receive a much-needed boost.
McCann entered the Army
Bacteriolo47
a
"
113
SAGITTARIUS
in May of this year and was
. " gist's wire
(Nov. V to Dec. 2(1
0 A).
illIll
iiiallil
commissioned through the
• 1S3 insect
Your usually happy-goPreposition
5211
ROTC program.
58
lucky
attitude
will
be
restored
-45 Puts
The lieutenant received a
if you mix and mingle. You
SOWN
II
ME
NUN
a
MI
definitely need to be with bachelor's degree in 1978 from
Dress borMurray State University.
lialll
people.
der
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KICK ME THE
OL'PLA5T1C,SIR!

ark

A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

Fire .
Police
Resume

I

vIA-4(./A-#

Is A Specialty At

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-17Z7
FREE PARKING!

Swimming
Pools-

..... 753-1441
753-1421
753-6952

Western Ky. Pools

442-9747 ,

USN
A

•

A

AND NOW WE
:I PRESENT A
MOST UNUSUAL
ACT

TALKING
C H IC K E

Emeresecy
Hyman
Society
Comprehensive
Care• .

NO,THANKS - I DON'T LIKE

FOWL LANGUAGE)

Senior
heals

coC-‘4

-3
-1145
-es ..11111NWIRIlla
4rEr'CsewiPArsy

WOULD THE PERSON
WHO BORROWED OUR
SEWER ROD PLEASE
RETURN IT.
THANK YOU
STEELE A ALLBRITTEN

759-4141

POISOO Control.

ads

MULE BAILEY
LEAN UP THE
AREA MEN.

153-5131

753-6622
753-7588
. • 753-0929
753-NEED
753-2288

Dv

DARN: I
LIUST FINISHED
MY FOX HOLE

MOVING IN
•;TOMORROW

17.'S A SHAME
TO FILL IT+N AFTER AL
THAT
WORK

_

(Lye!
I. *II 4.le.

IT'S ONE OF
YOUR BEST
AtHOLES
‘;

FOXHOLE
PRACTICALLY

•-

KILL FLOOR MAN. Must
have some experience. Apply
in person, Paris Meat
Processing, Old Murray Rd.,
Paris, Tenn. 38242.
RESPONSIBLE
NEED
person to sit in my home 4
hours daily. Call 753-6157.

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON
Wanted to own and
operate candy AL Confection vending route.
Murray and surrounding area. Pleasant
business„ High profit
items. Can start part
time. Age or experience not important. Requires car
and $1495 to $4995 cash
investment.
For
details write and include your phone number: Eagle Industries,
3938
Meadowbrook
Road,
Minneapolis,
Minn. 55426

15. ANTI
CORREL
all patte
i39.99.
Paris, T
CHAIN 5
pitch for
20 inch,
514.55.
Paris, TN
CHIMNE
wall pipe
instulati•
Haldwar
$3.95
1-lisAws
1-lberty
1-large
1•WW II
1-W. O.
let
1-W
WI Miler
).19415
1-11we 1
Date
1-S Mkt
Pars free
PIN Ow
Plats Ow
Sea/ $3.0
_tei
•
JIM
see S, Pik

12. INSURANCE
We ere now writing insurance
on moans homes, frith 3 5$
tenni cowponies. For best
rates confect Wilson In
Estee, 302
serenco end
N. 12th • 753-3263.

F IRE PLA
with glass
mesh draw
and finish
Hardware,
FIRE WOO
Call 436-27
SA
FOR
washing m
508. '
MOBILE
equipment
Wallin Har
- 3 TRAtLE
and tires.,
5200 lbS
tongue with
floor model
with 3/. hp
5913 after 4
VIOLETS A
FromS.50

14. WANT TO BUY
MOTOR FOR 1967 Chevrolet
pickup. Most be in good
condition. Call 436-2102.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
2 ATLAS MUD 8. SNOW
tires. G 78.34. Used for 500
miles, like new. 753-4720 after
5 Pm.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
,Sealed proposals will be received by the City of
Murray,. Kentucky for the Murray Water &
Sewer System at the City Hall until 5:00 p.m.
November 16, 1978 for the following: Construction of one reverse flow constructed, underremed gravel wall well, and furnishing of
nocesaaso--labor, equipment and pump serviceing rig to pull deep well pump for necessary
repair and use in new well. Specifications are on
file at the office of Murray Water & Sewer
System, 401 Olive Street Murray, Kentucky
_
42071.

16. HOME

We Buy,
Used
ptionces

YOUR NEED is our concern.NEEDLUNE.753-6333.

17. VACUU
ELECTRO
Service in
443 6469 In
Montgomer
It. FARM E
F
;
ARMER
prods by Sh
E.24, $9.99,
$11.99. Sabr
Wallin Her•
FARMER
controls,
electric or
perated, $2
49.99. Wall
Paris, TN.
1974 MODE
tractor, 150,
John Deere f
5 bush hog. C
1972 NEW
combine. 4
corn heade
3442. John W
Cottage Grov
20. SPORTS
BROWNING
automatic,
with vent ri
after 5pm.
PRO 45 V.
scanner. Ole
caliber rifle.
, 23. EXTER
NOW IS ON
- times to sp
around you
spiders, all
and pests ar
place to
your home.
are out of th
This makes
for all kinds o
delay. Call toi
is far cheapd
.
Kelly's Tenr
Control. 100
3914.
24. MISCELL
CUSTOM SL
and processir
suit your spa
901 642 8201.

A certified cheek of bidders bond of five percent
(5%) of the total amount of. the bid shall accompany each bid as a guaraKthat if the bid
is accepted, a contract will
mediately entered into.oind the performance of the work
properly secured. The successful bidder will be
required to execute a performance bond acceptable to the City of Murray in the amount of
one hundred per cent (100%) of the contract
price.
No proposal may be withdrawn for a period of
thirty (30) days after the time and date set for
the opening of the bids.
All bids will be examined and controctwaLbe
awarded to the lowest and-or best bid. TheCity of
Murray reserveei the right to reject anYahd/or
all bids.

Kopperud Realty Is
Pleased To Announce A New
Sales Associate

7517869

LOST-MALE Grey pointed
Siamease catanswers to the
name of Tooey. Lost around
14th and Poplar. Call 753-1328.
between 11 am and 5 pm.
MAN'S'BROWN
LOST
of
Vacinity
Wallet.
University branch Bank of
Murray, Captian D's or
Call 753.9383.
Pagtiai'S
Reward!!

THE LEDGER
& TIMES

NEW
EASY TERM,
CAL l. PVT.13AILEY

1
•
11

Full time and part
time, day and night,
male and female.
Must be 18 years old.
Apply in perapn only.
No phone calls.

„

STUFFERS AND MAILERS
Urgently Needed! 525 00 per
hundred Guaranteed. Send
stamped
self addressed
EN
TK
envelope,
TERPRISE, Box 21679
Denver C080221.
WANTED FIELD MAN tor
Cabinet Shop Apply 1203
Story Ave.
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
OWN YOUR OWN Business'
Area distributor for Rand
McNally Maps. No selling.
Service company established
accounts. Investments $1,650
to $15,450 secured by tri
ventor y and equipment
Write, include name, ad
dress, telephone and three
references to Personnel
Director, NAMCO 2121
monrevano -- ruct:--- SW air
mingham, Al. 35211 or call
toll free 1-800-633-4545.
PICTURE THIS Become a
Wholesaler of Kodak Film.
Polaroid.
Everady,
Keystone
Westinghouse,
and
Products
Photo
Minimum
Developing.
Purchase of Product only
$5305. Call Mr. Collins, Dept
R. 112 Toll-free at 800-621
7725.
TEXAS- REFINERY- CROP.
offers plenty of mone"lus
cash bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless of
experience, write C. J. Pate,
Pres., Texas Refinericorp
Box 711, Fort Worth, Texas,
76101.

FOUND VALUABLE tool
used in construction, on 12th,
near Chestnut. .Owner can
and identify.
call

PRY

iler40

BURGER
QUEEN

6. HELP WANTED

5. LOST IL FOUND

SOCIAL
CONCERNS
COMMITTEE

FOR
SALE

1111
1
14,

c-- -

... 753-5362
Alma,
489 2414
• Porenti•Anonoson 759-1792,
159-4875 or 753-9261

II- 7

6. HELP WANTED
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care tor tear
InValtd. Time off, salary,
room and board 759-1461.

It's

If You
Need Them:

1/40b-Lil‘s,
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DIE

J

V./14EN I-IE WAKES UP
1-1VD BETTER HAVE
SOME REAL GOOD
rt..,
ANSWERS

014 MYGOOONESS!
mAYEIE I-4E'S 4
DREAMING ABOUTSOME PRETTY
GIRL AT THE
OFFICE!

MAYBE 1-4E.'S DREAN1ING1
1
ABOUT ME 7

LOOS< 41.7- l.4T
Be HAPPY
SMILE ON
$.41S FACE

URRAY LIONS CLUB

RADIO
AUCTION

\

'41 -
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flIt PNANTO
Nei

1

111;
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IT
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WERE
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- Meals Dealan

Don Bailey
Don Bailey has fecently joined the staff at
Kopperud Realty specializing in farm properties
and residential sales, Bill Kopperud has announced.
Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Bailey Jr.,
is a Murray native.
A Calloway County High graduate, Bailey
received his BS degree from, Murray State
University in 1974 where he majored in
agriculture.
'After graduation, Bailey loft Murray to work
for Southern States, a farmers cooperative, and
later an engineering firm in Greenville, Kentucky:
In March, 1977, he received his Kentucky Real
, Estate Salesman's License and sold aetivelLio
IYAIng back to
Murray.
Bailey ix a member of the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors, Keutucky Association
of Realtors and National Association of Realtors.
BaileY, is married and his wife Jane coordinates the Outreach program at the local public •
library..1he Baileys are members of the Flint
Baptist eh urch.and reside at Route 3, Morray,
Kopperud Realty' is located at 711 Main ill:The
Olrlie4e-HousedOntldtrir'•
•

•

This bea
been w
bathroom
family r
with fir
basemer
terbury
to see thl
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OPEN Sip INTHE CLASSIFIEDS

TED

AO MA LLE R
fled! 525 00 Per
,ranteeK1 Send
stamped
td
.EN
TK
Box 21679,
t21.
ELO MAN for
Apply 1203

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE

24. MISCELLANEOUS

FORMOREPRORTME RESULTS
49. USED CARS

43, REAL ESTATE

34. RENS OR LEASE

53. SERVICES OFFERED

53. SERVICES OFFERED

FENCE SALES at Sears
Give o personal gift
1965 DODGE STATION
CORRELLE
FREEZER BEEF. Lhoice
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
for Christmas The
wagon Excellent condition, tree estimates for your
all patterns. 20 piece sets, grain fed aged beef. Front GET SETTLED IN before
power steering, automatic, needs.
$39.99. Wallin Hardware, quarter 1.79 cents a pound. winter hits with this nice lot
next few weeks are
air, recently overhauled. 759Paris, TN.
-In rosiness
-or elide 1.89 certs a- fer-treter--wata-r• *mites
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
a beautiful time fat.4878 anytime.
ms•
CHA I N SAW chains, VS incb pound. Hind quarter E99 Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
Sears continuous gutters
Since 1956"
/OW, bos
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25, cents a pound hanging miles from Murray, all
outdoor portraits
1969 FORD FAIRLANE-500, installed
your
per
7S3-S46
20 inch, $11.99 and 24 incic,- weight. Food stamps ac hookups, many trailers near
4.door, sedan, good condition. specifications. Call Sears
Made at your home
Call
month.
by.
per
Only
$28
514.55. Wallin Hardware, ceptea. We also do custom
Call 753 3454.
753-2310 for free estimates.
Paris, TN.
er
at some of the
slaughtering. Paris Meat 753-7405 after 6 pm.
2-door,
IN,
I°
BLOWN
Igo'
I
INSULATION!
FROST!
HELLO JACK
0 egl 4
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple Processing, 642-8201. One
beautiful _4319ces.
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
1.%
Toast- your toes by the $32110. Call 753-5744.
wall pipe 6- X 30,,, $17.88. • mile north of Paris on • old
fireplace M thrS.2 bedroom.2 1977 OLDS-98 Regency,3-1,090 --5pm.C-att 5447-090titattect.
iir--ciund-Murray. Coll
Instulation kit, $26.95. Wallin Murray road.
0`kisk
1111067
Mini
bath, Mobile home with a 24 x miles, loaded with extras. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
TOPfltit -FfIft-et;AMINO:
now for on apMarcie/are-Pare*, TN. -759- and gas installation, will do
pm.
Ideal
5:30
after
Phone
den.
on
built
24
foot
Warehouse
Fits 1973 through 1977.
location in quite secluded 4783.
heating and sewer
plumbing,
pointment
We hove
Portable gas Bar- B- Q•9r111.
Storage Space
subdivision close to lake. 1970 PONTIAC GRAND cleaning. Call 753-7203.
o
$3.95 BOOTS Ali Of nos
Phone 753-4520 after 5 Pm•
large
of
selection
TUCKER
R
DONALD
PRIX, good condition, white LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
=
For Rent
1-ladien Need Penny
26. TV.RADIO
frames
REALTOR,753-43,42.
•
with black vinyl roof. Black
r
efficient service,
..t‘ewmfialli
prompt,
253-4758
1-Uherty Nebel
CB RADIO, Ham equiptinterior, needs motor and
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
grow ment, Linears. Call 474-2748.
1-111effele Nickel
some body work. Power and LIGHT TRUCK Hauling and
e5ll for best offer. Call
s5
r.38
a5i3
7
I -large Penny eDg.
COLOR TV'S! Want a new
Yard junk. Call 751,3.145.
25" color tv ate bargain'We STORAGE-Bicycle, mowers,
976 United Feature Syndicate, Inc
1.111119 11 1943 Penny
CARPET
LEE'S
7
mopeds, small
tillers,
have
3
with
$103.
damaged
for
IS,
AS
PINTO
1971
I-I. I. Pennies
CLEANING, vibra-back,
cabinets-works perfect- and motorcycle, $3.00 month.
Squore
Can be seen at 94 east, turn steam
Court
Sou
rhside
cleaning,
dry
Before 1920 op
fully warranted. Clayton's Large mowers, motorcycles,
on Irvin Cobb Rd.,first white references.
Reasonable
Murray,Itlintudty
1•Weeden Nickel
(formerly J & B Music). 753- $5.00 month. Boats, campers,
left.
on
house
rates, free estimates, Call _SMALL-- DOZER.Spreading,
$20.-up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
7575.
144E0 Peaty 25 yrs.
1972 RILEY NOVA. Very 753-5827.
leveling, back filling. Cali
ft.-up. 753-7400.
1.1944 S Posey (vac)
SISSON'S ZENITH Now open cents sq.
power
air,
sharp, automatic,
and 753-7370.
HAULING
LOCAL
Friday nights till 9. Drive 31. PETS-SUPPLIES..
steering. Can be seen at
1 lore 1%0-12 Smell
DUMP
AXLE
moving. Most anything. Call SINGLE
REGISTER-ED
ahd save at Sisson's Zenith A K C
Cains AMC or phone 436-2524
Date Pauly
43. REAL ESTATE
Ed,436-2658.
truck, will haul sand, coal,
43. REAL ESTATE
for the 1978 close out sale. 19 Doberman pups. Champion
or
496.
,
436-5
1-$ /Aid Pesey-25 yrs.
NEED FIRE WOODT C-Sf1 rock, etc...
'milsiest of Murray on yiwy blood line, $100. Call 753-1380
1974 REGENCY 98. 60,000
BASEMENT? We
George Landolt at 753-8170 or WET
•
94. Phone T-382-2174.
after 4:30.
HOMES ARE LIKE SHOES!
miles, runs and drives
John Boyer at 753-8536.
make wet basements dry,
Pies freeleeS UN
Better if they fit! See if this
2j. MOB.HOME SALES
ADORABLE REGISTERED
perfect, sharp car, $1900.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt work completely guaranhome doesn't -f it your nee031-•
Plus Oar free Gift
Call 436-5680.
1932, 2'BR, gas, completely St. Bernard puppies. Only 4
bath
2
Tree Service. Call George teed. Call or write Morgan
3 • bedroom,
Plea Our Free Beecher*
furnished, harvest gold left, $50 each. Need to sell
BEETLE,
SUPER
1971
VW
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Landolt, 753-8170.
brick,..ample sized rooms,
appliances, new carpet, this week. 753-5696,
very nice, $695 or best offer,
Seed $3.95 end 25' postage
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky
repair.
ar.a
fenced in back yard, apTUNING
PIANO
Peek
unFemale
large
bath,
drapes,
SALE-3
Call
753-7581.
sell.
FOR
must
to:
.42001. Phone day or night 1pliances including washer,
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's 442.7026.
$.4700. Call 753- A-Poo puppies, $20. Call 435derpenning,
SO. USED TRUCKS
JIM DeNNIIIIOR CO.
dryer and freezer. Be fair to
Music Center, 753-3682 or 7534074 or 753-1877.
4294.
sums PS.014 Y......•••1
WILL BABYSIT DURING
1968 CHEVROLET pickup, 7149 after 6 pm.
28 Acres 3,11 mle southeast of
Yourself, see this home
FOR SALE, 12 X 60 2 13,R, POINTER PUPPIES, $35
kr.m.so. Pe ISSN
it
V-8, short bed. Call 753-4358.
before someone else buys
Pmyeer on foundry gill Rd.
Window the day. For few children.
PROFESSIONAL
extra nice. Call 489-2774.
each. Call 498-8234 or 498JOBS
LORETTA
1974 CHEVROLET, 2-wheel
Nes farrowing house partially
cleaning, 20_ years ex- Call 759-4615.
FOR SALE BY OWNEJR: 2 8273
REALTORS,753-1492.
drive and a 1975 Chevrolet 4perience. Stores and private WILL BABYSIT A CHILD,in
fenced, new well. Presently
BR, mobilelocated SE PURE BRED GERMAN
InclosureS
FIREPLACE
at
Ainley Auction I
my home week days. Age 2-5
wheel drive. Can be seen
homes. Call 901.782.5981.
N. Poplar-Benton •
set up for swine operation,
des 90 X 230 Shepherd puppies, $30 each.
of Murray. I
with glass doors and wire
Rd.
Years old. Call 753-7547.
Coldwater
806
.excellent
Realty
Sales
ROOFING,
753.
Cell
eat and,air, 94 east turn by Carl Lee
could be subdivided.
mesh draw screens. All sizes ft. lot, centr
DONE.
WORK
1978 DODGE PICKUP, call 1COL OMIT NOWT
Call 753-1486 YARD
references.
fireplace, paved driveway, 2 Grocery onto Irvin Cobb Rd.,
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin
3263.
Auctioneer Realtor345-2405.
and 3:30 pm, Available Tuesday and
am
'7
between
patio
left.
on
shed,
tool
house
garage,
white
TN.
car
first
Paris,
Hardware,
Thursday afternoon. Contact
Appraiser
ask for Shelley.
1969 FORD F-100 pickup
and much more Must be Come after 4 pm.
Wayne Wilson 753-508e
Ph. 901 i479-2986 47 3713
FIREWOOD FOR SALE
Sigma Chi A.O. pledge class.
truck with camper, 6 cyl.,
Blown-in
appreciated,
ENERGY.
be
to
seen
SAVE
We
PARK.
753-0974
SUDSBURY
South
Fulton Tenn.
Call 436-2758.
753-7395, 753-4717 or 767-2341.
Tom Herndon
straight shift, $850. C--64,4 753$14,900. Call 753-0716. Shown groom all breeds of small
or bats insulation. TVA
Kenmore
SALE:
FOR
2636.
Shirley Wilferd 753-3043
material approved. Free 57. WANTED
by appointment only.
in
Located
dogs.
medium
and
washing machine. Call 7532 estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall ELDER LADY TO live in
1
1969 GMC AIR, automatic,/
Alex McLeod 753-1575
town for your convenience.
5618. •
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky. and share home. Private
ton. Call 753 4160.
appointment only. Call CRAZY CLYDE Plunks out
Street
By
121S
753-3243
1973,
MOBILE HOME anchoring TRAILER FOR SALE:
Call (5021-924-5541.
room and-136.111,...Call 753-0274.
759.4140,9.5, Monday-Friday. more money each month on
1974 MODEL TANDEN
bath
2
at
2
70,
bedroom,
X
available
12
now
equipment
,
REALTC17.'
Now scheduling for holiday rent than his total monthly
dump truck. Call 753-5618.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. trailer, $6500. Call 753-6189
gip yment would be if he
grooming.
WHY PAY RENT? When you 52. BOATS a. MOTORS
3 TRAtLER - AXLES, %meets 12 X 60 MOBILE HOME. 2 TWO BEAGLE HOUNDS. bought this 3 bedroom mobile
can own this 3 bedroom brick 12' ALUMINUM BOAT. 7 hp
new
weight,
electric,
all
bedroom,
ca r minimum
home... New
tires
and
years old. Call 753-5618.
2
1
/
2
home at an affordable price. Mercury motor. Call 753
pet...underpinned and best of
5200 lbs per axle. Trailer carpet throughout, washer,
209 Walnut Street
Good home in quiet neigh
5618.
all...on private lot in town
tongue with jack stand. One dryer, refrigerator, air 40. PRODUCE
borhood with lovely land- FOR SALE, 20" pitch
NEW
OFFICE
NOUNS
floor model Sears drill press, conditiOner, 14900. Call 753- TURNIPS FOR SALE. Pete near shopping centers and
Closed All Day; Wed.
scaped yard. Backyard is stainless steel prop for a 150
Valentine. Call 901.642.4439
schools. Call today and let us
with 3,4 hp motor. Call 753- 3143.
South 12th at SY ca mole
fenced and home is neat as a hp Mercury, 5100. Call 753tell
you
more.
prn.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
LORETTE
5913 after 4
10 X 50 CHAMPION mo6ile 43. REAL ESTATE
pin throughout. All the work 7581 after 4 pm.
TELEPHONE 7511061
VIOLETS ANDA few plants. home, excellent condition. ANXIOUS OWNER -+-IM- JOBS REALTORS at 753-1492
is already done for you, so
PRICE SNARE $1.25
HISS CUT $1.50
PRICE
•
PIOSPITAL & 71131/51 CALLS 1110N11 753-4013
POSSESSION- or Amos McCarty at 753-2249,From 5.50 to $3. Call 435-4397. Call 436-2647 after 5 pm.
MEDIATE
don't let this opportunity 1969 MODEL 55 hp Evinrude
The latest listing is the
Excellent
motor.
boat
cyl.
3
5
a
Here's
10 X 48 2 BR, 52000 or best OPPOR TUN-I TY!
North- pass. Phone KOPPERUD condition. Priced_ to sell.
808
.
at
house
tree
quiet
on
4
after
brick
.
753-2570
bedroom
753-1222.
REALTY,
otter_ :Can
16. NOMEFURNISHINCIS
Phone 753-8672.
at
Priced
18th.
lined street. Separate living
pm.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
or
in-laws
parents,
for
53. SERVICES OFFERED
space
house
the
$28,500.00
21. MOB. HOME RENTS
has
ACRES,
2
1
/
1WOODED
guests.. add fireplace,
tWe Buy, Sell Or Trade
and basement, wooded lot and
three
well, septic tank, trailer pole APPLIANCE REPAIR and
HOMES
MOBILE
features
work. Also
41711 rf
white rock drive. First refrigeration
mobile home spaCes rot-rent Convenience to university
and
Used Furniture or Applumnew
bedrooms;
small electrical jobs. Call
:S1000 takes it. Call 759-4088.
at Rivesia teurts. Call 753 and shopping. Priced just
753:0762 after 5 pm.
pliances
bing from house to
3280.
BOYD-MAJORSImi
45. FARMS FOR SALE
home
reduced... This
& Son.
10 X 55.2 BR mobile home on available for early ocstreet; new air con- 17 ACRES of beautifully BYARS BROTHERS
REAL ESTATE'
Nodg•a
General home remodeling,
private lot. Call Ben Nix, 753 cupancy. LORETTA JOBS
in
wooded land near Kentucky framing, aluminum siding,
grill
ditioner;
753-8080
205fp. Mb . .
3785 after 5 pm.
REALTORS,753-1.492..
Lake. Less then $900 per gutters, and rooting. Call 1
backyard & storm
acre. DONALD R TUCKER 395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
12 X 602 BR, central heat and
Services
Professional
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
doors and windows. REALTOR 753-4342.
air, new carpet and furWith Thr Fr-14°041v Taiii.4A"
B & J HYDRAULICS. SerELECTROLUX Sales and niture. can be seen between 8
Excellent location,
EXCELLENT- .ROW CROP vice calls or in•shop repairs
B.V.
Bi-level,
loaded
Reared end reedy. Up so 12 x 24. Also bent style, offices, cottages,
Service in Paducah call 1. am and 5 pm, Sbady Oaks
FARM. 139 acres, 5900 per of hydraulic parts, jack
443-6469. In Murray call Tony Mobile Home Ct. No phone
with
home ed-ons, end patios, or U-BUILD, pre-csit completely reedy
quality.
3
acre. 107 in crop. Located on
KOPPERUD REALTY has west side of Calloway. rebuilding, prices Starting at
Montgomery 753-6760.
calls please.
assemble up to 24 / 60 Buy the best for less.
(bedroom,2 bath, great
5.17.50. Hwy. 1346 off 94 East.
sales
full-time
five
Box
P.O.
to
Address inquire
29. HEATING & COOLING
11. FARM EQUIP.
Call 436-2788.
room
professionals to assist vou in 54, Farmington, Ky. 42040.
w/fireplace,
PARMER SPECIAL, stock HEATERS Electric,- MatReal Estate matters. It you
CARPET CLEANING, at
electric
heat,
wall-toprods by Shox Stock, model thews 4000 w.,4 stack,$34.99.
507 elowe
have a question regarding 46. HOMES F-OR SALE'
reasonable rates. Prompt.
wall Carpeting. Enjoy
E-24, $9.99, model HD-30, Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
-any phase of real estate 2 BEDROOM, carpeted 1,2 and efficient service. Custom
753 4347
$16.99.
model,
$11.99, Sabre 6
wood
Automatic
KING
activity, give us a call at 753- acres at Almo Heights, under Carpet Care. 489-2774.
peace and quiet in this
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. heaters, $159.95. Wallin
1222, or stop by our con- $25,000. Call 753-7458.
FAR OUT!!! Only 9
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
scenic
location.
Call
TN.
Paris,
Hardware,
fence
veniently located office at 711 FOR SALE BY OWNER: 3 caps installed, minor repair.
FARMER SPECIAL,
from
to
mites
Murray
KOPPERUD
at
We
$tock,
Today
Main.
full
Shox
by
with
For
-$75
controls,
Apbedroom home
TWO GAS HEATERS
furnished. Call
h
this completel•fenced
REALTY want to be YOUR basement, fireplace and the Chimney experts. Magic
electric, or battery op- and
Shure
Two
$50.
pointment.
Boyd
Real Estate People.
perated, S26:15,-.31.99 and microphones, $75 each with
kitchen with bay window. Hat Chimney Sweeps. 75910 acre farm with 3 BR
Majors Real Estate,
49.99. Wallin Hardware, stands. Call 4.36-2411.
Good location at 717 Elm. 4878.
1 bath home. Barns,
Paris, TN.
105 N. 12th.
May be seen after 5.30 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
CAN'T GET those small jobs
also
inoutbuildings
1974 MODEL FERGUSON APARTMENT FOR Sub
0. E. STEELE HOME at around the house or mobile
tractor, 150, 400 hours. Also a rent. Totally furnished, in-Dover Tenn. on hwy 49, 2 home done? Carpentry,
cluded.
2 acres
1
John Deere front end loader, cluding all appliances, dishes
_miles from lake, 2/
INFROM
RICH
GET
_
5 bushhog. Call 753-5618.
jo,
With income from water aluminum siding, patios,
Keon 4365676
Stitt - tlrieng, rifit- bedroom.
a
in
lifetime
Once
FLATION.
2 baths, small concrete jobs, call 4-36bedrooms,
5
system.
975
1972 NEW HOLLAND
Bud Noll 753-41168
Call Maxine at 762-2315 only
investment
opportunity
12 years old. Call 1-232-7053. 2562 after 5 pm.
combine. 4 row bean and between 4 and 5:30 today.
ere, Reit,Smith 753 3383
your
is
inflation
friend
where
Open house Nov. 4 and 5.
corn header. Call 901-782- FURNISHED APARTMENT
DO YOU need stumps
507 Maple
Kozel 'bander, 753 1 513
not your foe. Shopping center
ANOTHER removed from youc yard or
3442. John Weiher Jr., Rt. 1, FOR Rent. Large kItchen,
REDUCED
4342
153
owner
financing
with
sale
for
Orie
1930
Tucker
753
Cottage Grove, Tenn. 38224.
$1000. 2 bedroom, white land cleared of stumps? We
bedroom
room,
living
available and excellent tax
frame house in good location. can remove stumps up to 24"
Convenient location 20. SPORTS EQUIP.
combination, $100 plus
shelter. For details call or
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
All appliances and drapries below the ground, teavIng
minutes from
contact Nelson- Shroat co
BROWNING 12 Guage, 2000 Utilities. Located at 304 N. 16 ACRES HWY 121
just
7
south,
go with house. Call 753-9924 only sawdust and chips. Call
SHROAT CO.
NELSON
THE
automatic, 30- full, 26" open 4th., upstairs. Call 753-0367.
centers,
shopping
miles from Murray. 3 acres
after 3:30 pm.
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
Shopping
Jeff's
With vent ribs. Call 75340135.
pasture; 13 acres wooded. Uncle
- -•
753-9490 'or Bob Kemp, 435groceries, schools. 3
47. MOTORCYCLES
Center.
759-1707.
after 5pm.
SMALL
FURNISHED
753-6265.
home on cor1973 HONDA, automatic, 43.43Blood...
brick
BR
PRO 45 V.H.F. high low APARTMENT, on
3 BEDROOM, 11
2 'BATH.
/
$1200 or best offer. Call 753- DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
scanner. Glenfield _Martin 22 River Lake. $60 per - month.
ner lot at 1006 Fairlane
near town. Nice deep lot in
areas white rocked and
6531 or 759-1154.
Call 436-2427.
caliber rifle. Call 753-0271.
area of nice homes but zoned
Free eStimates, Call
riced at only $36,500.
.1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new graded. Garrison, 753-5.429
BR
TWO
FURNISHED
23. EXTERMINATIRIG
B-3 for the future. Ideal for
Clifford
tires and battery, good
Weeliends isenievat
rental income. Priced at
NOW IS ONE OF THE best apartment for couple. Small
pm.
4
after
nical condition. Call
02
ec8h1a
92
m
4
non 436-5676
- Joe 1111,,
THE
520'500.
NELSON
times to spray under and efficiency apartment for girl.
Bud Nell /534868
SHROAT CO REALTORS,
around your home, bugs, Call 753-3106.
1975 YAMAHA 250-CC trail
7531707.
caw-, gee, Smite 751 11t3
spiders, all kinds of insects 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
bike, new tires, seat and
and pests are looking for a .4 BR HOUSE Partially
Hotel Brendan 753
COMMERCIAL
BOYD-MA)
°tikes. Excellent conhibernate-under furnished in quite area of
place to
for
PROPERTY
sale.
tucker 7531"
Don
dition. Phone 437-4666.
REAL ESTATE
your home. It's warm, they city. Cali 753-7575.- -----tadafteclon South 12th Street.
are out of the bad weather. FQR SALE OR RENT with
1978 YAMAHA DT 175
Ideal location for restaurant,
753-8080
PLUS" best Enduro, $650. Call 753-0502
"QUALITY
This makes a perfect home ogion le buy. 3 bedrpom ..or any retail business. This is
apthis
new
3
describes
for all kinds of insects. Do not
after pm.
Selling at the farmThome of the late Mr. James A. Boaz. Turn NE off Hwy.51,
a '137' X. 183' lot,, prime
Professional Services
frame country home with
bath
sale:
to
home
2
R.
on
bedroom,
house
1st
to
delay. Call today. Prevention bath, per* furnished, deep
model
Hwy.
94
builiness location. Phone
YZ 17 YAMAHA,1977
With TheFnendly•Touch"
prox. 3 miles N. of Fulton at steigh station, cross
located in Hazel. Fireplace with t 'ler, tie downs and'
is far cheaper than repairs. well with electric pump. 2
KOPgERUD REALTY, 753Selling To Settle The Estate
BUILDING SITE built-in helmet. C
with. heatalator,
Kelly's Termite and Pest acres level rich.land, fenced.
1222 for more information.
753-6668.
built
appliances, custom
shift, 4 cyl. gas engine, John Deere wagon,red
Control_ 100 S. 13th St. 753- Good rich garden, pony barn,
w/power
tractor
This 14 acre building
Deere
John
2010
HOME
EXECUTIVE
cabinets, heat pump, ther 48, AUTO,SE1lCE
3914.
Ford 2 x 12 plows, Imco rotary mower, John
2 miles off 79
1
tires,
utility house. 2/
rear
on
site
w/new
Bailey
Road
belly Ford tractor
REALISTIC PRICE. There
mopane windows ere only a CAR BATTERIEE4 36 month
21. MISCELLANEOUS
up
hwy, west of Dover, Land
$26.99.
are a lot of peopte-who say
with wopds and creek,
few of the qual,ty features of guarantee, 85 ampi..
Deere #9 cycle mower, John Deere 8' wheel type disc, John Deere offset pick
CUSTOM SLAUGHTER tNG _Between the Lakes. Price
they would like to have an
Oliver
The price is right! Wallin Hardware, Par TN.
trailer,
home.
wheel
this
2
drill,
grain
hole
9
Deere
John
planter,
10
tenless.
approximately
and processing. Meet-aged to $17,500 with 1/4 down or
disc, John Deere 2 row
attractive three bedroom two
30's. Phone KOPPERUD 49. USED CARS
pick
suit your specifications. Call J. H. Austin, Southland Real
dable acres all rolled
bath home. They would
2x12 trailer plow,6' dray tandem disc, section harrow,3 pt. lift pole, Ferguson
REALTY,753 1222.
REVERIA,
BUICK
1974
•
Estate.
901 642 8701
(3
digger
hole
especially like to have one
post
8"
Temco
cultivator,
pt.
3
row
2
bar,
into
one
Less
than
ro11
2
up disc, John Deere
46,000 miles. Loaded. Call
with a large living room
saw, upright
/35-4351.
miles from city. Better
dining room combination,
p 6' rear mt. blade,team mower,2 push garden plows, Mono chain
#947
1976 BUICK - LaSabre. Take
large satin kitchen with a lot
Hurry - Now Preekl at
k, log chains, Camerican and barb wire, 3 pt. rotary sprayer, Skill
fuel
NEUBAUER
over payments. Call 753-2964.
of cabinets, a nice den with
aluminium come along, 3 mitre
guns,
paint
3
paintsprayer,
Boyd
$20,000.
#500
Majors
Sears
sa
chain
fireplace and a wooden deck.
1972 CADILLAC SEDAN
REALTOR
knives,
It would even be nice to have
Real Estate, 105 N.
saws,saw v s, power tapes, H. D. extension cords, hand planes, drawing
DEVILLE. Loaded with
in
sycidrace
central gas heat and air, but
equipment, steel belted
tools, new paint brushes and roller, pop rivit
12th.
rock
sheet
and
nry
torchtS,
blow
a house with all of these
radial tires, a real good car,
753 0101 753-7531
ppers, staplers, yankie drills, glass window staple -guti,
tool, hammers,
features would be too ex
$1350. Call 1 354-6217.
pensive. Right? Wrong! See
achine, paper hanging tools, 3 mitre boxes, 2 electric fenmaskin
Sedan
tools,
cabinet
CADILLAC
1975
this new listing today. Priced NISOME.
alum.
DeV ille, every option, ince chargers, electric motors., set jr. west coast mirrors, 3 ctsn. caulking, 16'
at 148,900. Phone K OP
cruise control,
cluding
leaf sweeper,
Lambert
ladder,
ext.
wood
10'
steNdders,
PE R.UD REALTY,753-1222.
1-6'
1-7',
3-4',
ladder,
ext.
Only
climate control etc.
heater, electric fence wire, door trollys, paint
23,000 careful miles. Phone
propane salamander heater, w
901-642-3151, Paris, After 6
mpressor and spray rig, 3 HP gas engine.
tuffy at
casters.
scafful
regulators,
pm. Price $5,700.
ler, pony' bridle, metal auto top carrier,
lawn
Omaha 2 way hyd. ram,concrete
CHEVROLET
1971
This beautiful home offers many features you've
etex ceiling tile, several gal. paint,
cases
751
pipe,
Call
plastic
Coupe.
PVC
CAPRICE
16'
three
horses,
saw
bedrooms,
been waiting for: Four
at
see
or
pm
6
after
3348
xes, 2 fly rods. 2 metal folding
an
rods
fishing
Romex wire, 2 surf deep sea
bathrooms, living room, formal dining room,
Hendens Service Station on
dow fans, metal file cabinet,3
w
and
circulating
chairs,
room
wood
and
wicker
recreation
obairs,
N. 4th.
family room with fireplace,
Ilksswares, liquor sets, old
depression
and
Carnival
1973 CHEVELLE S.S., swivel
aluminum lounge chairs,
with fireplace, two car garage, walk out
BOYD-MAJORS.811
11, Rhernm 80,000 BTU
seats, .AM FM, 8
sausage
753-7724
bucket
typewriters,
manual
901
2
Sycamore
Canrifles,
BB
in
lot
Daisy
2
books,
large
basement. All this located on a
track, wheels, new tires,
REAL
ESTATE
lete 1, floor lamps,
(co
beds
bunk
cond..
air
gas furnace, 20,000 BTU window
condition. 1973
excellent
terbury Estates. Call today for an appointment
753-8080
ess signs.
b
metal
2
baskets,
Cell
and
shades
pickup.
ton
GMC
one
bamboo
rack.,
tennis
2
753-4451.
bed,
home.
youth
to see this quality built
436-2248.
_c1r.,. bardtop
1968
Chrysler
Chevrolet
"Profecsionui services
1966 Dodge.Jan 1963. NewTort
With The V rtrndly Touch"
w/power and air. Literally 100's of items too numerous to mention.

expressionS,

iftTUNITY
1WN Business'
tor for Rand
s. No selling
ny established
.,.ments 51,650
ed by in
-guipMent.
lame, ad
and three
Personnel
•.,C0 2121
SW -air
211 or calf

Waldrop Realty

Si'

4o deft

II
Il mile

Become a .;
Idak Film,
•'olaroid, •
Keystone
and
._ts
Minimum :,
'duct only
dins, Dept.
at B00-621RY CROP.
•noneylplus
,ge benefits
vidual in
gardless of
C. J. Pate,
qery Corp.,
,rth, Texas,

„i"

tAte Insurance
Purdom & Thurman
& Real Estate

"11\11-ATION BEN WHAT 17 19,
THIdt__TTIMATE IS ONLY GOOP

UNTIL THE END OF THE WEEK,"

'

0,
ef '
f4

Carter
Photographic studio
753-8298

753.4451

- WILSON

imminence
with 3 dif
For best
Nilson lestate, 307

•

QUALREALITY

7 Chevrolet
e in good
• 2102.
JR SALE
& SNOW
Used for 500 753 4720 after

527-14613 - 7539625I

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

'ty of
•r &
ConUn-

_

g of
ser; :ry
re on
• wer
ucky

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

Son, Inc.

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
BARKLEY LAKE

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

4,444,44.1.4y.

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate

-

3•!'•

PHONE 502-685-49611

fti

ESTATE AUCTION

Saturday, November 11,10 A. M.

JOHN C.

10(n

GUY SPANN
REALTY

liplike.

Purdom and Thurman
Real Estate
(mot Square
I Merl
()pro !tails Altintlas Saturdas
Phimi' --i 1-4411

Pal Mobley
-1 1-8918

"

Geneva GOP.,
733-61r

111-11Tislini5Trice en
.
kenii1;141
10E4

Ithily

nailon

\NNW

Sus% Wells

I'LL TAT MY HAT...
U you can show me a
better lake froatjely!
2 story 4' bedrooms, 2
baths, great roof*
2'
w/fireplace,
screened porches. 1.3
age wooded lot walk.frontage. Pri
• _Mid-511'a.
tajoas Real- asta
105 N. 12th,

New thick
4 bedroom brick in Westwood
Doeble garage, heel pomp, 7
bents, cereal, greet room
moderate price for • home witi
no mock to offer.

,-Gest-Sisame 753-25197
.F.C. Cenie 753-5122

fearing- Hills
'
Western ceder home that hot
ell modern conveniences for
year eround living. Hos 3
bedrooms, modern kitchen with,
built inn. 2 baths carpet, beet
pomp for centred heed old sir
G•1111 Boor pien and liege deck.
flig brick firepiece .s''
pampa. Ike!

Prentice Dunn 753-5725

Murray
Datsun Inc.

TERMS: Cash or good personalized checks. Lunch Available.
FOR FURTNERN INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mrs. Lillian A. Boar,!Wynn. 472-3719
'
Auction Conducted By

Ainley Auction &
Realty_Salos-

egg %soh 1120i Street
hop(501)/S3-7114.,
....ult 47071
Rierrej, ITeniter
1977 Er 601iA130 Catfritic-,
Perfect in every way. Show
room Condition with 65,000
mile!.$2000 call 336 5680

.20:1:111,StateLine

-*I-479-29W

•
53nuttrFaltnn. Tenn.

Col Robert Ainlev,•Auctioneer and Realtor
"Planning al auction. Need quick cash. List with us. We appreciate your business."
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I Deaths and Funerals I

Guest Panel To Discuss OSHA
Rules And Occupational Diseases

Funeral Is Today

James L Gregory

Dies Sunday; Rites For Mrs. Sledd
The

funeral

for

Mrs.

William T.(Fay I Sledd, Jr., of
Planned Wednesday' 712
Poplar Street, Murray, is

a

James Lee Gregory, 108
Broach Avenue, Murray, died
Sunday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 68 years of age and had
resided in Murray for the past
10 years after moving here
from Marion.
The Murray man graduated
frOm Danville HigtzScliosol and
ittendisa the University of
Kentucky. His career interests , included fluorspar
mining, conservation, and
farming. He became active in
agricultural circles in 1940
serving as director of the
Farm Bureau in Crittenden
County, Southern States Cooperative, and Tradewater
River Area Soil Conservation
District Committee.
Mr. Gregory served as past
president of the Kentucky'
Lake Chapter of the Soil
Conservation Society of
America. He served under
three Kentucky governors as
Area 1 Commissioner of the
Kentucky Division of Soil and
Water Resources and as a
member of the Pennyrile
River Area Soil Conservation
District.
The deceased held memberships in the Soil Conservation Society of America
and League of Kentucky
Sportsmen. He was an
honorary member of the Phi
Sigma Kappa fraternity,
received the Master Conservation Award in 1956, and
had served as a trustee,
deacon, and chairman of the
board of the Christian Church
of Marion.
Survivors include his wife,
'Mts. Virginia Lois Sullenger
Gregory, to whom he was
married on June 4. 1932; two
daughters, Mrs. Lucy Lee
,Querterrnew and Miss Rose
Marie Gregory; three sons,
James William, Richard
Davis, and John Scott
Gregory; two brothers, E. B.
and Harold Gregory; , ten
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday, morning at the
chapel of the"Tucker Funeral
Home, Marion. Burial will
follow in the Mapleview
Cemetery there.
. Friends may call at the
funeral home.

• We Accept
Master Charge
& Visa

being held today at 2:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. Walter Nitschke
and the Rev. Bill Whittaker
officiating Mrs. Bea Farrell
is providing organ music.
Serving as pallbearers are
George Stockton, Keeneth
Adams, L J. Hortin, Bobby
McDowell; Rex Thompson,Charles D. Outland, Mancil
Vinson, and James Rogers.
Interment will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Sledd, 76, died Sunday
at 2:10 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a member of the First
United Methodist Church, and
retired June_ ,311i 1973, as
assistant director of personnel
at Murray State University.
Survivors include her
husband; one son, William T.
Sledd III, and two grandchildren, East Lansing,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. W. C.
Melugin, Murray.

MARK HUSSUNG, 13-year-olcl son of Dr. and Mrs. Karl
Hussung, and piano student of Mrs. Ni.ali• B. Mason, has
l978-1979 Saldwnbeen notified that he received the
Association) junior
National
Teachers
M.T.N.A. (Music
Keyboard Achievement Award for Kentucky. Auditions,
far-this -award are prepared on tape and all Kentucky
entries wens judged during the recent Coniention of the
the
Kentucky Music Teachers Asiociation) held on
Bowling
Green,
at
campus
University
Kentucky
V% estern
perOctober 28-31. The tape recording of Mark's
Baroque.
the
from
piano
for
works
formance of three
Romantic and contemporary eras, has been forwarded
M.T.N.A.
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tape
winning
the
with
along
judged
be
will
it
where
recording from each of he other states in the diiision.
The competition is open annually to piano students in
of
the 7th, 8th, or 9th grade who study with a member
afstate
its
and
Association
the Music Teachers National
filiattz.

Lawrence Spinks'
Funeral Services
To Be Wednesday

Photo By Kaye Peebles

Funeral services for
Lawrence Spinks of J & J
Apartments, Murray, have
been scheduled for Wednesday at lo a.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Danny
Adults active in Chickasaw
Guess officiating. Burial will
follow in the Kirksey District, Boy Scouts, of
America, will be honored
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the during a Boy Scout District
Leadership Recognition
funeral home.
Mr. Spinks, 24, died Dinner set it First Christian
Saturday at 4:43' p.m. at the Church, Mayfield, Thursday
Western Baptist Hospital, night.
assistant
Dill,
Mike
Paducah. He was born Sept. 1,
basketball coach at Murray
1954. in Hopkins County.
Survivors include two sons, State University, will be guest
Lawrence Edward Spinks, 5, speaker. According to Bill
and Derrick Wayne Spinks, 3,•Kopperud, Murray,the dinner
Green Acres Trailer Court, chairman, Dill is slated to
on "Responsive
Murray; mother, Mrs. Mary speak
Spinks, Leadership."
Hollis
Ann
the
said
Kopperud
Madisonville; father, Charles
Edward Spinks; three sisters, recognition dinner is for
Mrs.. Carl (Patricia ) Miller, adults in the Chickasaw
White Plains, Miss Donna District involved in Scouting
Spinks and Miss Barbie as den leaders, unit leaders,
Spinks, Madisonville; one commissioners, district
brother, Ricky Spinks, committeemen, executive
Madisonville.
board members, parents of

Adults To Be Honored At
Scout Leadership Dinner

Open Til 8:00 P.IL
Mon.Thiucri.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Ph. 753-3642

Get your house ready for the Holidays. Fresh new paper,
capet, vinyl and paint. All this and more at your complete
decorating center.

,

Medical
Tom Begley, asaistaat Department of Labor.
Industrial
Col. Pasco, who will serve Association and as coprofessor in the College of
Industry and Technology at as moderator, received chairman of the Committee on
Murray State University, engineering degrees from the Occupational Health for the
el
di chim
Mweck
nctivati
kn Dr. B
co
announces a special guest University of Kentucky and Key
Asso
Texas A la M University. He
panel for the night of Nov.8.
The meeting is epee to the has served as chief engineer worked for the last 74 years
general public. Held in con- for the City of Louisville Air in Occupational Health with
junction with the "-Air Con- Pollution Control District and Kentucky's Departments of
taminants and Industrial for the Paducah-McCracken Health and Labor. Before that
Ventilation": ,class at the County Air Pollution Control he worked I years With Union
University, the panel will District. He - was Director of Carbide. He currently is
discuss occupational diseases, the Occupational Health aerving_as rriedical consultant
industrial - -ventilation and; P.assialo, • Kentucky State to the Department of Labor in
Department of Health 1967- Frankfort.
OSHA regulations.
The panel will consist of Lt. 1974 and was Occupational
Peters graduated from the
Col. John 0. Pasco, Sr., P.E., Health Engineering Con- engineering program at the
Development sultant for the Kentucky University of Louisville and
Pasco
of
J. Department of Labor 1974- received master degrees from
Murray,
Company;
Block, M.D., 1976.
Bradford
the University of Kentucky
Dr. Block received his and the University of
Medical Consultant, Department of Labor, Bagdad, and medical degree from the Louisville. He has served as
Harold G. Peters, P.E., University of Louisville and a an air pollution engineer with
Health post-graduate degree in the Kentucky Department of
Occupational
Engineering
Consultant, Environmental Health from Health and as Chief of
Kentucky Department of the University of Cincinnati. Chemical Process in, the
He has published extensively Department of Natural
Labor, Louisville,
Dr. Block and Peters work-- -in UN field of Occupational Resources. He also served in
through the Commissioner's Health. Block has served as the Kentucky Occupational
Officer in the Kentucky president of the Kentucky Safety and Health Program.

Prepasted Strippable

/Malip- aper $r per single - Reg. $4.95
On
$500 per single - Reg.$5.95
Sale
Bright New Patterns

sustaining
and
Scouts
members.
Adults who have made
contributions to Scouting in
the district will be recognized.
•'
Kopperud said.
The dinner is "potluck" and
reservations for it'can be
made by calling the Scout
Service Center in Paducah —
443.6461. The dinner will begin
at 7 p.m.
Calloway, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton, Graves counties
in Kentucky and South Fulton,
Tenn., comprise the district.
Paul Kiesow of Murray is
district chairman.

Fall Festival To
Be Held Friday At
Southwest School

Peters presently works as
health
occup*Ational
consultant
engineering
reporting to the Medical
consultant on matters concerning veptilation, hazardous
materials and engineering
design considerations relating
to worker safety.
The program begins at 6
p.m. Wednesday. Nov. 8, in
Room 205, south wing of the
Industry_ and Technology
Building on Murray State
University's campus. All
interested persons are urged
to attend.
After the panel's presentations there will be an extended question and answer
period. The class runs until 9
p.m. More information may
be obtained by calling Tom
Begley at(502)782-3392.

Rose To Discuss
Elections At UCM
"An Evaluation of the 1978
Elections" will be the topic
discussed by Joseph L. Rose
at the weekly United Campus
Ministry luncheon set for
Wednesday, Nov.8.
Rose, an associate professor
of political Science at Murray
State University, received
both his Master's Degree and
his PHD from the University
of Kentucky.
The UCM luncheon meets
each Wednesday from 12:30
p.m. to 1:20 p.m. in the
Counseling Center Conference
Room in Ordway Hall. Cost for
the informal meal is $1.25.
Students, faculty, .and the
general public are invited to
UCM
a
participate,
spokesman said.

Hog Market
ALL-AMERICAN BAND MEMBER — James Harrison, Murray High School band member who has been named to the All-American Band for McDonald's, was the guest of
honor at a reception Monday night hosted by the local McDonald's. Harrison was
presented a framed certificate and a garment bag by Clyde Love, owner-operator of
the Murray business. Shown left to right areiEdward Hudgins, general manager of the
Murray McDonald's, Ruth Eversrneyer, store activities representative, Harrison and
Love. Harrison, the son of Mrs. Bessie Harrison, will march with the band in the Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York City and the Rose Bowl Parade in Pasadena,
Calif.
Staff Photo Ay Debbie N. tee
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Looks like Fire

The Southwest Elementary
School Fall Festival will be
held Friday, Nov. 11, at the
school gym.
The doors will open at 6 p.m.
and supper will be served.
-Games'.and -fun will begth at
6:30 p.m. Opportunities to win
two country hare's,' a shotgun,
'and a $25 savings account will
be given. —
The festival will conclude at
8:30 p.m. with the crowning of
the king and queen.
The public is invited to
attend and enjoy the
a
school
festivities,
spokesman said.

THE
ENTERTAINMENT
EXPLOSION
IS COMING

Revival At Gospel
Center In Progress
Revival services are now in
progress at the Dexter Gospel
Center, located just off Highway 641 in Dexter. Services
are being held each evening at
7 p.m.
The Rev. William Cox of
Lynn Grove is the evangelist, according to the pastor+, the
Rev. Dwaine Baker and the
Rev. Geraldine Baker, who
invite the public to attend.
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Get ready for. your- Sneak Preview from
Murray Cablevision.
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